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LIST OF PHRASAL VERBS

1. ask for

2. back up

3. blow up

4. blow out 

5. break away

6. break out

7. break through

8. break in

9. break up

10. break down

11. break into

12. break off

13. bring about

14. bring out

15. bring up

16. call off 

17. call by

18. call on / upon 

19. call for

20. call in 

21. call out 

22. care for

23. carry on (with)

24. carry out

25. catch up (with)

26. catch on

27. check out

28. check in

29. cheer up

30. clear up

31. come across

32. come about

33. come before

34. come along

35. come around /  
 round

36. come at

37. come into

38. come off

39. come out

40. come to

41. come up with

42. come upon

43. come by

44. come down with

45. come down to

46. count on

47. cover up

48. cross out

49. cut down (on)

50. do without

51. do away with

52. doze off

53. draw up

54. draw back 

55. dress up

56. drop in 

57. drop out 

58. drop off 

59. fall back upon / on

60. fall off 

61. fall behind (with) 

62. fall out 

63. fall through 

64. fall to 

65. fall upon / on

66. fall apart

67. figure out

68. fill in

69. fill out

70. fill up

71. find out

72. get across

73. get along

74. get on (with)

75. get at 

76. get away with

77. get behind (with)

78. get by 

79. get down

80. get down to

81. get off 

82. get out 

83. get over 

84. get up 

85. get to 

86. get through

87. get in / into

88. give out

89. give up

90. give away 

91. give in

92. give off 

93. go for 

94. go against 

95. go ahead 

96. go down with 

97. go by 

98. go after 

99. go off

100. go through

101. go up

102. go on (with)

103. go over

104. hand over

105. hand out

106. hand in

107. hang on

108. hang out

109. hang up

110. head for

111. hear about

112. hear from

113. hear of

114. hold off 

115. hold on 

116. hold up

117. keep to 

118. keep up 

119. keep up with

120. keep away

121. keep on

122. keep off

123. keep out

124. lay off

125. leave behind

126. let down

127. let off
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128. let in / into

129. let out 

130. live on

131. live with 

132. look to 

133. look up 

134. look after 

135. look back on

136. look down on

137. look forward to 

138. look up to 

139. look for

140. look in 

141. look on

142. look out (for)

143. look over

144. look into

145. look round /  
 around

146. look through

147. make out

148. make up

149. make up for

150. make for

151. pass out

152. pass away

153. pay off

154. pay for

155. pay back

156. pick up

157. pile up 

158. point out

159. pull down

160. pull through

161. pull out

162. pull off

163. pull over

164. put off

165. put aside

166. put down

167. put across

168. put forward

169. put out

170. put through 

171. put on

172. put up with

173. rip off

174. rule out

175. run down

176. run after

177. run away

178. run across

179. run into

180. run out (of)

181. run over

182. see about 

183. see to

184. sell out 

185. send for

186. send out 

187. set up

188. set off 

189. set out

190. settle down

191. show off

192. show up

193. shut up

194. sign in

195. sneak in

196. sneak out

197. sort out

198. stand by

199. stand for

200. stand out

201. stay out (of)

202. stay up

203. straighten out 

204. switch on

205. switch off

206. take back 

207. take for 

208. take apart

209. take down

210. take in

211. take over

212. take after

213. take away

214. take on

215. take off

216. take out

217. take up

218. talk into

219. talk out of

220. tear down

221. tear off

222. tell off

223. tell apart

224. throw up

225. track down

226. trade in

227. try on 

228. try out 

229. turn down 

230. turn away 

231. turn back

232. turn into

233. turn off

234. turn on

235. turn over

236. turn up

237. turn out

238. turn in

239. use up

240. wake up

241. warm up

242. wash away

243. watch out (for) 

244. wear out 

245. wear off 

246. wind up

247. wipe out

248. work out

249. wrap up

250. zip up
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1. ask for bir şey istemek, rica etmek = 
request

• Bill asked for advice this morning about his 
new job.

• You should ask for some help with the 
software if you are having trouble with it.

2. back up desteklemek = support

• Everyone came together to back up him in 
his efforts.

• We need further proof to back up our 
accusations. 

3. blow up patlamak, patlatmak = explode, 
make something explode

• A group of terrorists blew up the shopping 
centre last week.

şişirmek = inflate

• We blew up many balloons for the party.

4. blow out üfleyip söndürmek, sönmek = 
extinguish, stop burning

• The breeze blew out all the candles on the 
table. 

patlamak = deflate 

• The road was so bad that one of my front 
tyres blew out. 

5. break away kaçmak = escape 

• The thieves managed to break away after 
they stole the money.

ayrılmak, kopmak
= leave, become separated 

• A tourist broke away from the tour group and 
got lost in the city centre. 

6. break out başlamak = start 

• A fire broke out in the building fortunately 
nobody was hurt.

kaçmak = escape

• A few prisoners was reported to have broken 
out of a top-security jail.

7. break through yarıp geçmek 
= penetrate 

• Some protestors broke through the police 
lines easily.

ortaya çıkmak, belirmek 
= appear

• We can see the sunshine breaking through 
the clouds.

8. break in bir yere zorla girmek  
= intrude

• A man broke in through one of the front 
doors. 

sözünü kesmek, lafa karışmak = 
interrupt

• When the kid broke in, saying “that’s a lie”, 
his father got very angry. 
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9. break up sona ermek = end

• The garden party broke up at ten o’clock.

ilişkiyi sonlandırmak, ayrılmak = 
end relationship 

• Jenny and Bill have broken up recently.

parçalara ayrılmak, parçalamak = 
separate, disintegrate 

• The vase was broken up into pieces by the 
children.

10. break down bozulmak  
= stop working 

• The car which I bought last week broke 
down on the highway. 

 kendini kaybetmek  
= lose control of emotions

• When Gina heard the bad news, she broke 
down in tears and wept for hours. 

bölmek, parçalara ayırmak = 
seperate 

• The bank broke my debt down into monthly 
payments. 

ortadan kaldırmak, yıkmak = 
remove

• The agreement aims to break down the 
barriers to inequality. 

11. break into zorla içeri girmek  
= intrude, breach 

• My car was broken into three times this year.

• Somebody broke into my house and stole 
my diamond ring. 

12. break off koparmak = detach

• He broke off a piece of bread. 

bitirmek, sonlandırmak 
= terminate

• My frends have broken off their engagement. 

13. bring about sebep olmak, yol açmak = 
cause to happen

• New technology always brings about social 
changes.

• The misconducted policies have brought 
about the downfall of the government. 

14. bring out üretmek = produce

• This company brings out toys for babies. 

yayınlamak, basmak 
= publish

• The writer is bringing out his new book soon. 

ortaya çıkarmak  
= emphasize, highlight

• The seasoning brings out the flavour of the 
meat. 

15. bring up yetiştirmek = raise, nurture 

• Ken was brought up by his grandfather in a 
farm. 

bahsetmek, söylemek 
= mention

• He usually brings up his house in New York 
in any conversation to imply that he is rich. 

kusmak = vomit

• Due to something he ate, the kid brought up 
his breakfast. 
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16. call off iptal etmek = cancel

• The baseball game was called off owing to 
the rain. 

• Your trip to Australia has to be called off.

17. call by uğramak = visit

• John wants us to call by tomorrow night as 
he has a party. 

• We’re going to call by and see how our 
friend is. He was ill the last time I called him.

18. call on / upon ziyaret etmek = visit

• I called on my parents this weekend, so they 
got very happy.

resmi olarak birisinden birşeyi 
yapmasını istemek = demand 
officially

• The manager has called on the board to hire 
more employees this year. 

19. call for gerektirmek = require

• The murder cases call for attentive judgment 
from the jury as they are highly emotional.

rica etmek, istemek 
= publicly ask for, demand

• The president is calling for calm in the 
present economic crisis.

20. call in (on) ziyaret etmek = pay a short visit

• I thought we could call in Lisa on our way 
home. 

yardıma çağırmak = ask for help, 
consult

• The landlord have called in the police to 
investigate the burglary. 

21. call out bağırmak, seslenmek  
= shout

• He said he tried to call out through the 
window, but I didn’t hear anything.

devreye sokmak, göreve çağırmak 
= call in, summon into service 

• The government officials were called out to 
deal with the matter.

22. care for bakmak, ilgilenmek 
= look after

• Mike doesn’t care for his pets well.

• The patient is well cared for in the hospital. 

23. carry on (with) devam etmek  
= continue doing

 • Although they were tired, they carried on 
walking.

• I would like to carry on with my education 
here as this is the best school I can get into.

24. carry out yapmak, uygulamak 
= perform

• Mike is carrying out research on noise 
pollution. 

• They’re in Romania carrying out research for 
their book.

25. catch up (with) yetişmek, yakalamak 
= approach 

 • Although I left earlier, he soon caught me up. 

aynı seviyeye gelmek
= reach the same standard and 
level

• It is hard for him to catch up with the others 
at school.
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Exercise 1

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

ask for bring about back up call by

break out bring up call in break off

1. Linda _______________________ earlier today to say that her son was fired from the company due 
to his bad manners. 

2. The man couldn’t _________________ what he said with concrete evidence, therefore, he was sent 
to jail for murder.

3. An epidemic might _________________ soon if the officials fail to take enough precautions in the 
area. 

4. Linda and Mike wanted to _________________ their conversations about their problems at school 
when their mother came into the room.

5. When the system halted for an unknown reason, we had to _________________ a specialist to 
solve the problem.

6. Many parents prefer to use the best baby products while _________________ their children.

7. The hurricane which hit the U.S. last week _________________ widespread damage especially in 
the coastal areas.

8. Instead of trying to repair the door yourself, you can _________________ your father’s help.

Exercise 2

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

carry out blow up break down call out

catch up break into break through care for

1. Some terrorists _________________ a shopping mall in the city and threatened to kill many more 
citizens if their demands were not met.

2. Because no one in his family wants to _________________ him, Tim’s grandfather will live in a 
nursing home as of next week.

3. When the problem became uncontrollable, the governor _________________ the militia to end the 
riot.

4. While trying to _________________ the police line, some of the protestors were met with violence.

5. Just as I thought before, my old car _________________ just outside Winchester due to the very hot 
weather.

6. The mansion which is owned by one of the richest families in the town was _________________ 
last night by two professional thieves.

7. If we hurry right now, we can _________________ with our friends at the square before they get on 
the bus.

8. An investigation is being _________________ currently in order to find out the cause of the fire that 
took place in the factory.
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Exercise 3

Underline the correct phrasal verb in each sentence.

1. Sandra broke down / cared for with tears when she saw her dog run down by a truck. 

2. Ann wants to carry on / call in with working part-time in the company until the end of this summer 
because she wants to meet his university expenses. 

3. One of the prisoners was said to have broken out / broken up of a supermax prison last week.

4. After she backed up / blew out all the candles on her birthday cake, her friends gave their presents. 

5. A thief called by / broke in through one of the windows at the back of the house and stole all the 
jewellery.

6. The company will break away / bring out a new smartphone to restore its position as the leader of 
the market. 

7. The referee had no other choice but to call in / call off the match due to the fact that it was raining a 
lot. 

8. The conference lasted two hours later than planned and broke up / called out at 12pm.

Exercise 4

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct preposition.

out (x2) off up (x2) in (x2) on

1. I hate to bring it _________________ but we still need to write two more essays by Monday.

2. Because the weather was worsening, the rescue team called _________________ the search for 
the climbers.

3. Although we brought _________________ the matter a few times, no one wanted to deal with it. 

4. I wonder whether to call _________________ on Jack on my way home because I needed his help 
for my project.

5. You have to know what to do when one of the tires blows _________________ on the highway.

6. The president called _________________ the ministers to present him a detailed report about the 
ongoing conflicts in the country. 

7. Their supervisor told them to carry _________________ the project even if it doesn’t go according 
to the first plan.

8. She called the police as soon as she realised that someone had broken _________________ her 
apartment.
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Exercise 5

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct verb in the box.

catch bring (x2) ask call (x2) break (x2)

1. The famous singer is _________________ out a solo album next month.

2. Skill and initiative are _________________ for in this position so you are not suitable for it.

3. The teacher got angry with one of the kids who _________________ away from the group.

4. Having missed many classes, Ken has to study hard to _________________ up with the class.

5. I tried to _________________ out to my friend through the window but he didn’t hear me because of 
the noise of the wind.

6. As sunshine _________________ through the dispersing clouds, we watched the birds nesting on 
the roof. 

7. It was mostly his grandmother that _________________ him up after his parents had passed away.

8. The client _________________ for a different hair colour but they couldn’t apply the one she 
wanted, so she got very angry about it. 

Exercise 6

Choose the synonyms of the phrasal verbs.

1.  carry out

 A)  perform B)  think C)  end D)  require

2. break into

 A)  dismiss  B)  breach C)  increase D)  comment

3. break off

 A)  continue B)  wait C)  start D)  detach

4. back up

 A)  express B)  support C)  occur D)  remain

5.  bring out

 A)  request B)  produce C)  escape D)  start

6.  blow out

 A)  mention B)  detach C)  extinguish D)  cancel
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26. catch on anlamak = understand

• It was hard to catch on the lecturer as he 
spoke fast.

popüler olmak = become popular

• Green tea has caught on in recent years 
as consumers have become more health 
conscious.

27. check out otelden ayrılmak = leave a hotel 

• Bill had already checked out of the hotel 
when I called him.

incelemek = examine

• They have to check out the data once more 
to verify the results.

28. check in kayıt yaptırmak, giriş yapmak = 
register

• You have to check in at least one hour 
before your flight.

• The police asked me when I checked in at 
my hotel. 

29. cheer up neşelenmek, neşelendirmek  
= make happy

• My wife went to the shopping mall to cheer 
herself up.

• The girls cheered up once they saw their 
friend.

30. clear up açıklığa kavuşturmak 
= clarify

• After a long time, the murder case was finally 
cleared up.

havanın düzelmesi ya da 
aydınlanması = (weather) become 
bright and clear

• After it rained for hours, the weather finally 
cleared up.

31. come across tesadüfen bulmak ya da 
karşılaşmak = find or meet by 
chance

• I came across my old identity card in my 
drawer.

• The administration came across similar 
problems before.

32. come about meydana gelmek 
= happen

• Several major advances have come about in 
medicine recently.

• Could you explain how the accident came 
about?

33. come before önce gelmek, daha önemli 
olmak 
= be more important than 
anything else

• Your family comes before your career.

• As for me, love comes before money.
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34. come along varmak, gelmek 
= arrive

• We were standing chatting when the teacher 
came along.

gelişmek = develop

• Ahmet’s French is really coming along fast.

35. come around / round ziyaret etmek = visit

• Why don’t they come around after work?

tekrar meydana gelmek 
= happen again

• When the Christmas comes round, we will 
visit our grandmother.

ayılmak = become conscious

• The patient hasn’t come around from the 
anaesthetic yet.

36. come at saldırmak = attack

• The robber came at the youngsters with a 
knife. 

• The murderer was coming at her when the 
police arrived.

37. come into mirasa konmak = inherit

• George came into a few thousand dollars 
when his aunt died.

• Jane will come into a lot of money if her 
uncle dies.

38. come off üstüne binilen birşeyden düşmek = 
fall

• When the horse reared up, Linda came off.

çıkmak, kopmak, lekenin çıkması = 
become separated

• The top of the jar didn’t come off easily. 

• The paint stain won’t come off.

meydana gelmek 
= happen

• Another swimming competition is coming off 
next week.

39. come out yayımlanmak, basılmak = be 
published, become available

• The band’s new CD will come out next 
month.

ortaya çıkmak = become known

• Everyone was shocked when it came out 
that the manager stole money from the 
company.

lekenin çıkması = (stain) be 
removed

• The paint may come out of the carpet if you 
try this chemical.

40. come to ayılmak = regain consciousness

• The injured man came to quickly.

bir noktaya varmak, erişmek = 
reach

• The war finally came to an end.

• The hospital expenses came to a total of 
£2000 which we couldn’t pay. 

P H R A S A L  V E R B S  -  S E S S I O N  2
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41. come up with ortaya atmak, ileri sürmek = 
create 

• It took me all night, however, I came up with 
an answer finally.

• We should come up with an excuse for being 
late.

42. come upon tesadüfen bulmak 
= find by chance 

• We came upon this jacket in the attic.

• They came upon a little girl in the woods.

43. come by edinmek, elde etmek 
= acquire 

• No one knows how he came by such a big 
house.

ziyaret etmek, uğramak 
= pay a short visit

• I will come by your house one day this week.

44. come down with hasta olmak 
= become ill

• The little child came down with diarrhoea.

• I think she’s coming down with a cold, so 
she should stay at home for a few days.

45. come down to bağlı olmak, dayanmak = be 
the most important aspect of a 
situation 

• In the end, running a business comes down 
to money.

• Our choice of clothes comes down to how 
much money we have.

46. count on güvenmek, bel bağlamak = trust

• My workmates always count on me.

• You can never count on Jack: he’s so 
unreliable.

47. cover up örtbas etmek, gizlemek 
= conceal

• The school managed to cover up the 
scandal.

• His face was swollen, so he had to cover up 
his face.

48. cross out silmek, üstünü çizmek 
= delete, remove

• Just cross out the old phone number if you 
think it is not in use anymore.

• We crossed our names out and rewrote 
them.

49. cut down (on) azaltmak = reduce

• If you can’t quit drinking, you should cut 
down at least.

• They can cut down on accidents with proper 
road designs.

50. do without birşey olmadan da idare 
etmek 
= manage without something 

• There is no ketchup left. We have to do 
without it for a while. 

• No one can do without some support in life.
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Exercise 1

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

come across cover up cut down come out

come to cross out clear up do without 

1. I have never _________________ such a horrible person like my math teacher in my life.

2. I want you to _________________ the names of the people who have attended the seminar.

3. Some people use their mobile phones so frequently that they can’t _________________ them.

4. The writer’s new book is going to _________________ next month so his fans are very happy about 
it. 

5. At last, the war is _________________ an end as expected with the defeat of the enemy powers.

6. The weather doesn’t seem to _________________ soon because it is raining quite heavily for the 
time being.

7. Everyone thinks that it was a real scandal, but the government managed to _________________ the 
whole thing. 

8. _________________ on fatty foods such as hamburger is the first step you can take to avoid heart 
attacks.

Exercise 2

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

come at come off count on come along

catch on come into come by check in

1. My friend _________________ a very expensive car last year but he doesn’t use it frequently. 

2. A running competition will _________________ the next week so some of the students have been 
training hard.

3. As soon as it was invented, basketball _________________ with university students in the United 
States.

4. The teacher says the students have been _________________ well with their French since the 
beginning of the semester.

5. You should have _________________ at least one hour before your flight so you missed it.

6. If I you had _________________ me, I would have helped you in this business more than you could 
imagine. 

7. My friend who lived in poverty for most of his life _________________ a huge fortune when his 
grandfather died. 

8. A man _________________ a group of students with a knife while they were going to school.
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Exercise 3

Underline the correct phrasal verb in each sentence.

1. During the Industrial Revolution, a huge increase in production checked out / came about thanks to 
the introduction of new machines.

2. We were shocked when it came out / came by that Mary attempted to deceive her husband.

3. The lecturer was speaking so fast that we couldn’t cut down / catch on what he meant to say. I 
wanted him to repeat it again.

4. After the teacher came along / came into all the students stopped talking with each other.

5. When the tourists turned the corner, they cheered up / came upon a huge monument. They 
stopped to take pictures.

6. I want to be successful in this business but it comes by / comes down to money in the end.

7. If you come down with / count on flu, you should pay attention to what you eat and you should 
have a rest for a few days.

8. The most difficult part of starting a project is to come up with / come around new ideas.

Exercise 4

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct preposition.

 
out (x3) by about off in round

1. Organic food is still hard to come _________________ for many people.

2. The magician’s attempt to impress the audience didn’t quite come _________________.

3. Thanksgiving has come _________________ again so we are going to roast turkey tonight.

4. I crossed _________________ that last sentence of the paragraph since it needs to be corrected.

5. Many advances have come _________________ in the field of engineering which affect our lives 
directly.

6. The wine stain didn’t come _________________ after it dried. Therefore, my mother got very angry. 
She had to take her skirt to the dry cleaner’s.

7. I had to cross _________________ their names from the voluntary camp this year because they will 
be very busy then.

8. Passengers must check _________________ at least an hour before their flight so they can make it 
to the plane.
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Exercise 5

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct verb in the box.

cut check cheer clear come (x2) count cover

1. My career _________________ before everything else now because I have a family to look after.

2. It took a bit longer for the patient to _________________ round after such a serious operation.

3. The coach tried to _________________ the team up but they were unhappy since they lost the 
game.

4. The suspect was last seen at a hotel just before he _________________ out.

5. Every time Linda tried to _________________ up her mistakes, she was noticed by the manager.

6. You need to _________________ on your own judgment to understand who is right in this argument

7. It is necessary to _________________ down sugar as much as possible if you are trying to lose 
weight and stay healthy. 

8. The misunderstanding has to be _________________ up before he can join the team again. 

Exercise 6

Choose the synonyms of the phrasal verbs.

1. come up with

 A)  take  B)  create C)  publish D)  discuss

2. come by

  A)  call B)  surprise  C)  murder D)  acquire

3. come at

  A)  find  B)  attack  C)  ease  D)  mark

4. cross out

 A)  reduce B)   delete  C)  manage  D)  inherit

5. cover up

 A)  conceal B)  attack C)  register D)  clarify

6. check out

 A)  understand  B)  happen C)  reduce D)  examine
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51. do away with kurtulmak, ortadan kaldırmak 
= abolish, eliminate

• A lot of meaningless laws have been done 
away with. 

• E-documents have helped us do away with 
much paperwork.

52. doze off uykuya dalmak = start to sleep 

• The children dozed off in front of the 
television. 

• I didn’t hear the doorbell; I must have dozed 
off.

53. draw up yazmak, hazırlamak 
= prepare

• A guideline must be drawn up for dealing 
with emergencies. 

• You should draw up a list of the items you 
want to buy.

54. draw back geri çekilmek 
= move away

• The soldiers drew back because of the 
heavy fire. 

• She drew back in fear on seeing the snake.

55. dress up giyinip kuşanmak = wear a costume 
or fancy dress 

• Tom dressed up as a rabbit for the party. 

• She dressed up for her friend’s wedding. 
She had a really fashionable dress.

56. drop in uğramak = visit

• I dropped in my aunt on my way home so as 
to see how she was.

• I want to drop in for a meal some time 
whenever you are available.

57. drop out ayrılmak, çıkmak, bırakmak = leave, 
quit 

• I dropped out of college after my father died 
as I couldn’t pull myself together.

• My cousin wants to drop out of university to 
run his own business.

58. drop off azalmak = decrease 

• The singer’s popularity has dropped off 
recently.

uykuya dalmak = fall asleep

• The children dropped off since they played 
football for hours. 
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59. fall back upon / on başvurmak 
= resort

• I have no savings to fall back on. I have to 
get a loan from the bank.

• They don’t have any reletives to fall back 
upon.

60. fall off azalmak = lessen, decrease

• The number of tourists visiting here has 
fallen off recently.

• Our profit rates fell off sharply last year and 
we had to find an alternative way.

61. fall behind (with) geride kalmak, 
yetişememek 
= progress more slowly, be 
late

• Jim is always falling behind with his 
assignments. 

• The firm has fallen behind technologically.

62. fall out bozuşmak, küsmek 
= argue, stop being friendly

• I fell out with my friends because they didn’t 
invite me to the party.

• Jimmy is always falling out with his 
classmates. He needs to learn how to get 
along with people.

63. fall through gerçekleşmemek 
= fail to happen

• They were going to buy our house, but the 
sale fell through. 

• The deal has to fall through due to 
economical problems.

64. fall to kalmak, payına düşmek = be 
responsible for something

• It falls to me to help my father tonight. 

• It fell to the manager to give our employees 
the bad news.

65. fall upon / on saldırmak = attack

• The soldiers fell on the enemy and killed 
more than half of their soldiers. 

• Economically advanced countries tend to fall 
on poor ones.

66. fall apart parçalara ayrılmak 
= break into pieces

• My new boots have begun to fall apart.

duygusal açıdan kontrolü 
kaybetmek = be unable to think 
logically

 • Jill fell apart after her friend’s death. She is 
trying to pull herself together. 

P H R A S A L  V E R B S  -  S E S S I O N  3
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67. figure out anlamak, çözmek 
= understand, solve

• We couldn’t figure out the problem for a long 
time.

• It took me a couple of hours to figure out 
what had happened.

68. fill in form doldurmak, bilgi vermek = put 
information in the empty spaces 

• I spent ten minutes filling in the application 
form.

birinin yerini geçici olarak 
doldurmak
= do someone’s job temporarily 

• I don’t work here. I’m just filling in for my 
friend today. 

69. fill out form doldurmak 
= put information in the empty 
spaces

• I am tired of filling out the application forms.

• You should fill out the boarding cards 
carefully.

70. fill up dolmak, doldurmak = become full, 
make something full

• The shop filled up with customers as soon 
as it opened.

• The waiter kept filling up our glasses with 
champagne all night.

71. find out öğrenmek, anlamak, çözmek = 
discover, learn 

• They never found out the truth about who 
caused the accident.

• Scientists found out that the skeleton was a 
fake one.

72. get across anlatmak, aktarmak, açıklamak 
= make someone understand, 
communicate

• The product has a message to get across to 
the consumer. 

• It took her ages to get her ideas across.

73. get along iyi geçinmek, anlaşmak = have a 
friendly relationship

• Jim and his brother cannot get along well.

idare etmek, başa çıkmak = deal 
with, manage

• I have been getting along much better in my 
new school.

74. get on (with) devam etmek 
= continue

• Let’s get on until we find a solution to the 
problem.

iyi geçinmek = live or work 
pleasantly together

• I get on well with most of my classmates. 

binmek = board a vehicle 

• Several people will get on at the next stop.

75. get at ulaşmak = reach

• I put the files up here where the others can’t 
get at them.

  ima etmek = imply

• What are you getting at? Can’t you just say it 
directly?

  eleştirmek = criticize

• The new teacher is always getting at me. 
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EXERCISES SESSION 3

Exercise 1

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

get at fall apart get along find out

draw back get across drop off fill out

1. Don’t _________________ her whenever she makes a mistake. You’re shaking her self-confidence.

2. Those who can _________________ their ideas _________________ easily have greater influence 
on others.

3. You should first _________________ the booking form to make a reservation at the hotel.

4. My siblings can’t _________________ well and they are always having a row.

5. The oil prices in the country started to _________________ as a result of the trade agreement.

6. One shouldn’t _________________ when he fails to the something; he should learn from his 
mistakes, instead.

7. Stop hiding the truth from your parents. They’ll _________________ what you have done anyway.

8. The admiral decided to _________________ the naval ships towards the end of the war.

Exercise 2

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

 fall to figure out fall through fall off

drop out drop in dress up doze off

1. My colleagues usually _________________ on my apartment at weekends.

2. The unemployment rate in our country has started to _________________ for the last two years.

3. One of the assistants received a warning as the boss saw her _________________ at her desk.

4. The worst duties in the office usually _________________ me as I am the youngest but I am tired of 
that.

5. Their holiday arrangements seem to _________________ due to their heavy workload.

6. The little girl had to _________________ of school as her family was having financial problems.

7. It took them very long to _________________ what the real problem was and now they are trying to 
solve it.

8. The kids didn’t want to _________________ as cowboys at the fancy dress party.
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Exercise 3

Underline the correct phrasal verb in each sentence.

1. My boots were so old that they were falling apart / filling out. I showed them to my father and he 
bought me a new pair.

2.  To get to the city centre, you should fall out / get on the bus. It takes half an hour.

3.  Why are you always dropping in / dozing off in front of the TV? Maybe you should have a  
check-up.

4.  The boy reached out to hold the girl’s hand but she drew back / filled up since she was angry with 
him. 

5.  What you really meant didn’t get across / dress up to anybody. Maybe you should change your 
examples.

6.  A contract had better be fallen through / drawn up and signed by the two parties.

7.  It dropped out / fell to me to notify the parents of the victims of the violent crime.

8.  You have no excuses to fall back upon / do away with for your late arrival. Please tell us the truth.

Exercise 4

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct preposition.

up (x2) along in behind out (x2) upon

1.  Before their long journey, the car was filled _________________ with gas.

2.  The woman fell _________________ with her family and didn’t talk to them for a long time.

3.  My position in the company is actually a bit different. I’m filling _________________ one of my 
colleagues today.

4.  When the homeless in the neighbourhood were given food, they fell _________________ it hungrily.

5.  My son fell _________________ with his schoolwork as he had had an operation.

6.  The house plans drawn _________________ by the architect were really good.

7. I had to drop _________________ of college because it was too hard to work and study at the 
same time.

8. People think the band went their separate ways since the members couldn’t get 
_________________ well.
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Exercise 5

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct verb in the box.

fill drop fall (x2) get (x2) do figure

1. The authorities have taken action to _________________ away with the unnecessary regulations.

2. My sister has a large sum of money that she can _________________ back on in her hard times.

3. The teacher asked the students if they could _________________ out the meaning of the 
underlined words.

4. The children didn’t _________________ off till midnight, so they couldn’t get up early.

5. Sibling rivalry is a reason for them not to _________________ on with each other well.

6. When the seminar ends, you will be asked to _________________ in a short form. 

7. We went shopping for new clothes because her old ones have begun to _________________ apart 
at this point.

8. The security tried to _________________ across an important information but the crowd was too 
loud. 

Exercise 6

Choose the synonyms of the phrasal verbs.

1. get at

 A)  count B)  expire C)  destroy D)  reach

2. fall off

 A)  conduct B)  occupy C)  locate D)  decrease

3. find out

 A)  complete B)  revive C)  discover D)  permit

4. fall upon

 A)  attack B)  improve C)  fulfil D)  maintain

5.  figure out

 A)  prepare B)  eliminate C)  understand D)  resort

6.  drop off

 A)  communicate B)  decrease  C)  continue D)  discover
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PHRASAL VERBS SESSION 4

76. get away with sıyırmak, paçayı kurtarmak = 
avoid punishment

• Mike has got away with tax fraud for years.

• The robbers got away with $1 million worth 
of jewellery.

77. get behind (with) geride kalmak, yetişememek 
= fall behind

• Linda is getting behind with her schoolmates 
for the time being due to her illness.

desteklemek = support 

• Bill’s parents will surely get behind him when 
he has problems at school.

78. get by idare etmek, geçinmek = succeed 
in managing, survive

• I can’t get by on $1000 a month in New 
York.

• My son’s literature isn’t very good, still he 
gets by.

79. get down üzmek, üzülmek = make someone 
feel sad, start feeling sad

• The chaos in his family is getting Jake down 
even further.

yazmak = write

• I will get the doctor’s address down so that I 
can find where he works easily.

80. get down to ciddi bir şekilde çalışmaya 
başlamak 
= start doing something 
seriously

• I can’t get down to my work since I am not 
feeling well today.

• Let’s get down to dealing with urgent 
matters.

81. get off bir taşıttan inmek = leave a bus, 
plane, or train 

• Can you stop the bus, please? I have to get 
off immediately.

cezadan kurtarmak, paçayı 
sıyırmak = avoid being punished

• He was charged with robbery; however, he 
managet to got off in the end.

işten çıkmak = leave work

• We get off a bit early on Fridays.

çıkartmak = remove

• My mom used this new product to get the 
stain off her dress.

82. get out bir yeri terketmek, ayrılmak = leave

• The boss ordered the employee to get out of 
his room.

dışarı çıkmak, gezmek 
= spend time outside

• Mike doesn’t get out much anymore because 
of his exams.

ortaya çıkmak = become known

• If the scandal gets out, the school 
administration will be in real trouble.

çıkartmak = remove

• Use this detergent to get this dirt out.

83. get over başa çıkmak, üstesinden gelmek = 
recover from, overcome

 • It may take a couple of weeks to get over the 
flu.

 • I’ll call you as soon as I get over this 
problem.
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84. get up ayağa kalkmak, uyanmak, 
uyandırmak 
= stand up, rise from bed 

• I usually get up at 10:00 on Saturdays.

• When the dog attacked me, the boy got up 
and defended himself with a knife.

85. get to ulaşmak, varmak = arrive

• The tourists got to the museum a bit early 
before the opening time.

başlamak = start

• When I finally got to work, it was already 
dark.

86. get through başarmak, üstesinden gelmek, 
hayatta kalmak = manage, deal 
with successfully 

• In order to get through hard times, you can 
get psychological help.

bitirmek, tüketmek 
= finish, use up

• It took me hours to get through my work.

• The children got through all the milk in the 
fridge.

birisine telefonla ulaşmak = be 
connected by phone

• I tried ringing Tom, but I couldn’t get through.

87. get in / into varmak, gelmek 
= arrive

• My brother got in very late last night since 
the meeting lasted for two hours.

içeri girmek = enter

• We had better get into the car before it 
begins moving.

88. give out dağıtmak = distribute, hand out

• The officials gave out food to the earthquake 
sufferers.

durmak = stop functioning

• The machine gave out because of an 
unknown reason.

bitmek, tükenmek 
= finish, be completely used up

• Bob tried to climb the hill, but his strength 
gave out.

haber vermek = announce

• It has been given out that the Prime Minister 
is going to resign soon.

89. give up vazgeçmek, bırakmak 
= quit, abandon

• You have to give up drinking coke if you 
want to lose weight.

pes etmek, teslim olmak = 
surrender, admit defeat

• The thieves gave themselves up when they 
were surrounded by the police.

90. give away bağışlamak, hediye etmek = donate 

• Sandra gave her old clothes away.

açığa vurmak, ele vermek = reveal

• I trust you more than anyone else since you 
have never given away my secrets.

ihanet etmek = betray

• I don’t trust him. He will give me away one 
day.

91. give in teslim olmak, boyun eğmek, razı 
olmak = agree, surrender, admit 
defeat

• The tennis player refused to give in since he 
was determined to win the set.

teslim etmek = hand in

• Mike hasn’t given his homework in yet.

P H R A S A L  V E R B S  -  S E S S I O N  4
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92. give off koku, duman vs. çıkarmak, yaymak 
= emit, send out

• Green plants give off oxygen through 
photosynthesis.

• The flower gives off an offensive smell.

93. go for sevmek = like

• I don’t go for Mexican foods because they 
are very spicy.

saldırmak = attack 

• The dog was about to go for me when its 
owner came.

satılmak = be sold 

• The owner of the house expects it to go for 
$200,000.

94. go against   karşı gelmek, aleyhinde olmak =  
  oppose

• Many teenagers go against their parents’ 
wishes nowadays.

• No one dared to go against the rules at that 
time as they were scared of what would 
happen.

95. go ahead devam etmek, ilerlemek, ileri gitmek 
= proceed, continue

• The organization will go ahead with all 
speed.

• The man went ahead of the group to see if 
he could find a water source.

gerçekleşmek = take place

• No one thinks their marriage will go ahead 
soon.

96. go down with hastalanmak  
= become ill

• At the beginning of the holiday, some of the 
tourists went down with high fever as they 
were not used to the hot climate.

• My sister went down with some sort of 
psychological trouble.

97. go by yanından geçmek = pass near a 
place or thing

• My grandfather used to sit in the garden and 
watch people go by for hours.

zamanın geçmesi = elapse

• The time goes by very quickly in the city.

98. go after peşinden gitmek, kovalamak = try to 
catch someone, chase

• The policemen went after the car thieves all 
night.

elde etmeye çalışmak 
= try to get

• Mike went after several jobs before he was 
employed by this company.

99. go off patlamak, ateş almak 
= explode, be fired

• When the bomb went off, the shopping mall 
had already been abandoned.

alarmın çalması = start making a 
noise as a signal

• My alarm went off at 8 o’clock in the 
morning.

kesilmek, durmak = stop working

• All the lights went off at midnight.

yiyeceğin bozulması 
= become inedible

• All the meat went off when the fridge broke 
down.

100. go through acı ya da sıkıntı çekmek = 
experience something bad 

• Losing my job was a situation that I didn’t 
want to go through again.

gözden geçirmek, kontrol etmek = 
examine carefully

• She went through the drawers, but failed to 
find the reports.
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Exercise 1

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

go against go after go through get off

give in give off get up get by

1. I want you to _________________ the notes you have taken before starting our meeting.

2.  The planet Jupiter is a gas giant, which is known to _________________ heat.

3.  Now that she has retired, she finds it really hard to _________________ on her pension. Everything 
is getting dearer everyday.

4.  The school has the right to expel students if they _________________ the school’s morals.

5.  My brother doesn’t _________________ very early especially at weekends as he stays up late at 
nights.

6.  Every student should _________________ their assignments before the deadline.

7.  The children had better _________________ the school bus in front of their houses.

8.  When the robbers dashed out of the bank, police officers started to _________________ them.

Exercise 2

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

give out get out get over go ahead

get through go off go for give away

1. In hot climates, food doesn’t stay fresh for long. Tomatoes _________________ in just two days, for 
example.

2. The members of rich families _________________ a lot of money but they also keep some for 
themselves.

3. I can’t _________________ much lately as I have to study for my final exams.

4. The houses will _________________ half their actual prices if you sell them now.

5. The parade is expected to _________________ as it has been planned.

6. Most people with healthy immune systems will _________________ the flu within two weeks.

7. All national TV networks interrupted their programmes to _________________ the tragic news.

8. I rang my grandmother many times but I couldn’t _________________ because her phone was out 
of service.
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Exercise 3

Underline the correct phrasal verb in each sentence.

1. She was going through / getting out really hard times, so sought professional help.

2. When my grandmother went down with / got behind with pneumonia, I looked after her.

3. Cecilia was fired because she went ahead / went against the policies of the company.

4. Let’s get down to / get away with business immediately; we have no time to lose.

5. The process of giving up / getting to smoking can be difficult if you are totally addicted.

6. You should get over / go after and try to achieve your dreams no matter what they say.

7. As the time goes by / gets up, people get older and their music taste can change.

8. I go for / get down Italian food because it is light but I don’t like Indian food, which is too spicy.

Exercise 4

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct preposition.

up in by behind to away after through

1. The kidnappers were able to get _________________ with the ransom they had asked for.

2. I know that my family is and has always been there to get _________________ me.

3. At the end, those who didn’t give themselves _________________ died in the battle.

4. When we first got _________________ the theatre, we were shown to the wrong places but then 
realized we should have been upstairs.

5. We have got _________________ all the sugar. Can you buy some more, please?

6. The three burglars got _________________ the van and drove it away in the darkness of the night.

7.  It is getting harder to get _________________ in the big cities as the prices of apartments continue 
to rise.

8.  Many actors were going _________________ that role since it was a very interesting and big one. 
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Exercise 5

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct verb in the box.

give (x2) get(x3) go (x3)

1. People usually _________________ by places where money for noble causes is collected without 
paying any attention.

2.  It’s time for me to _________________ down to planning my future now that I have graduated.

3.  The air suspension springs allow for tilting and lowering the bus to enable passengers to 
_________________ on and off easily.

4.  If your machines _________________ out and you fail to solve the problem over the phone, we will 
replace them until yours are mended.

5.  Footballers who _________________ down with an injury may have to stop playing football if it can 
affect them later in their career.

6.  It is getting harder and harder to _________________ by with a limited income in our country.

7. Nobody wants to _________________ in their positions since it would mean they have less chance 
to win. 

8. Maria and her family had to _________________ through such a difficult time after she lost her 
scholarship. 

Exercise 6

Choose the synonyms of the phrasal verbs.

1.  give away

 A)  reveal B)  depict C)  guide D)  attach

2.  give in

 A)  endure B)  punish C)  surrender D)  convince

3.  give off

 A)  scan B)  emit C)  lead D)  melt

4.  go off

 A)  explode B)  confuse C)  remain D)  disturb

5.  get behind

 A)  defeat B)  distribute C)  proceed D)  support

6.  get over

 A)  explode B)  remove C)  overcome D)  emit
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PHRASAL VERBS SESSION 5

101. go up yükselmek, artmak 
= increase

• The inflation rate has gone up by 15 per cent 
recently.

yukarı çıkmak, tırmanmak, yukarı 
gitmek = move to a higher position

• She is going up into the attic to get her 
luggage.

• This road goes up to the town where you 
can find a hotel to spend the night.

102. go on (with) devam etmek, sürmek, = 
continue to happen 

• I have been going on with my guitar practice 
for an hour.

meydana gelmek 
= take place

• Nothing unusual went on at the meeting.

çalışmaya başlamak 
= start to function

• The alarm system went on soon after we left 
the office.

zamanın geçmesi = pass

• As time went on, I got more used to this 
place.

103. go over gözden geçirmek, dikkatle 
incelemek, çalışmak = check 
carefully, examine, study

• Please go over your notes once more before 
you take the test.

• The area will be gone over with great care to 
protect the wild life before cutting down the 
trees.

aşmak = exceed 

• The success of the campaign went over our 
expectations.

104. hand over vermek, teslim etmek, devretmek 
= give, surrender, give power or 
control

• The officer handed the documents over to 
the secretary.

• The manager will hand the presentation 
today over to Jim.

 105. hand out dağıtmak, vermek 
= distribute, give

• The teacher wanted me to hand out the 
worksheets.

• The lecturer handed out leaflets to his 
audience.

106. hand in vermek, teslim etmek 
= give

• Don’t forget to hand in your room keys 
before you leave the hotel.

• Grace handed in her resignation last week.

107. hang on sıkı tutunmak = hold tightly 
• Sit still and hang on tight. The bus is moving 

in a few seconds.

kısa bir süre beklemek 
= wait for a short time

• Hang on! Let me get my keys. I left them in 
the car.

108. hang out bir yere takılmak, gezmek = spend 
time in a place

• Tim usually hangs out at this pub at the 
weekend.

pencereden sarkmak 
= lean out of a window 

• The children were hanging out of the window 
when their mother came in.
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109. hang up telefonu kapamak 
= terminate a telephone call

• I tried to explain him the situation but he 
hung up on me.

asmak = to put on a hook, hanger, 
etc.

• The student hung her coat up and sat on a 
chair.

110. head for yönelmek, gitmek, ilerlemek = move 
toward a location, progress 

• After the match ended, we headed for home 
to have a rest.

• The boats were heading for Italy.

111. hear about duymak = learn information 
• I am sorry to hear about his illness. 

• Carlo heard about the X-ray results later.

112. hear from birisinden haber ya da mektup 
almak = receive message from 
someone 

• It has been nearly two years since I last 
heard from my high school friends.

• We’re looking forward to hearing from you 
soon.

113. hear of bilmek, haberi olmak 
= be aware, learn about something 
for the first time

• I hadn’t heard of this singer until I listened to 
her album.

• We haven’t heard of that company so far. It 
must be a new one.

114. hold off  ertelemek, bekletmek 
= delay, postpone 

• Tim decided to hold off coming here for a 
few days.

uzakta tutmak, yaklaştırmamak = 
stop from approaching

• The man managed to hold the attackers off 
with his gun.

115. hold on  tutmak, tutunmak = hold tightly, 
cling 

• The two climbers held on to each other not 
to fall down.

beklemek = wait

• Hold on a few seconds until I get ready. 

dayanmak = endure

• The casualties have to hold on until the 
ambulance arrives.

116. hold up yukarı kaldırmak, desteklemek = 
support, lift

• The runner was so tired that her legs 
couldn’t hold her up.

geciktirmek, alıkoymak 
= cause a delay

• The train to Glasgow was held up for half an 
hour.

117. keep to  saklamak, söylememek 
= not tell 

• Liz always keeps her feelings to herself.

sınırlamak, bağlı kalmak = not pass 
a limit

• I should keep my children’s pocket money to 
£50 per week. 

sadık kalmak = stick to

• We don’t have enough time, so we should 
keep to the subject.

P H R A S A L  V E R B S  -  S E S S I O N  5
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118. keep up  devam etmek, sürdürmek = 
continue, maintain

• It is vital that the same standards must be 
kept up in the company.

• If you keep your aggressive manner up, you 
will lose your friends.

119. keep up with yetişmek, ayak uydurmak = stay 
level or equal to someone or 
something 

• The man walked so fast that I couldn’t keep 
up with him.

• Some people fail to keep up with 
technological developments.

120. keep away uzak durmak, uzak tutmak = avoid, 
prevent from coming near

• We try to keep the children away from that 
old building.

• Were I you, I’d keep away from entering that 
building.

121. keep on devam etmek = continue

• The tourists kept on walking in spite of the 
rain.

• He kept on trying but he couldn’t enter the 
university.

122. keep off dokunmamak, yaklaştırmamak = 
not touch, stay away

• People must try to keep off fatty foods.

• We must keep the dog off the garden.

kaçınmak = avoid

• Ever since he got out of jail, Tom has been 
keeping off anything illegal.

123. keep out dışarıda tutmak, yaklaşmamak, 
uzak durmak = stay out, prevent 
from entering 

• Use insecticides to keep out bugs.

• I generally try to keep out of trouble and I am 
happy with that.

124. lay off işten çıkarmak, kovmak 
= fire, dismiss 

• The company had to stop its production and 
lay off half of the workers.

• The firm is planning to lay off 100 clerks next 
month.

125. leave behind geride bırakmak 
= not take with you 

• Mike realized he had left his bag behind.

• Jack had to leave his family behind when he 
found a job abroad. 

unutmak, arkada bırakmak = not to 
think about, forget

• The man left his past behind and began a 
new life.

• I can’t leave the days I spent with my friends 
at university behind.
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Exercise 1

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

 
go on hand over hand out keep up with

keep off go up hold off leave behind

1. Older generations are having hard time _________________ the latest technological developments. 

2. When the project manager didn’t like the draft I _________________, he asked me to prepare 
another one.

3.  The mountaineer wants to _________________ higher than where he is in order to set a new 
record.

4.  The leader of the group was acting meticulously so as not to _________________ anybody 
_________________. 

5.  The guards were enclosing the entire stage to _________________ the crowd in the concert.

6.  We installed a new equipment over the curtains to _________________ the light entering the room.

7.  We _________________ travelling in Europe after coming from the US last summer. 

8.  While we were lining up along the front desk, the official _________________ the application forms.

Exercise 2

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

 
hear from keep up hang on hold up

hang out head for keep to go over

1.  General boredom is believed to be caused by _________________ the same routine every day.

2.  The performance of the last singer in the competition _________________ all the other candidates.

3.  We were _________________ Manchester when our car suddenly broke down on the road.

4.  Our neighbours moved to another city last year, and we haven’t _________________ them since.

5.  According to experts, one should _________________ his sleeping hours to eight in order to lead a 
healthy life.

6.  I missed the meeting in the morning as traffic was so dense that it _________________ me for an 
hour.

7.  Now that our finals exams are over, we will _________________ at a pub till morning.

8.  Since the bus was moving very fast, I had to _________________ tight during the whole journey. 
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Exercise 3

Underline the correct phrasal verb in each sentence.

1.  Although there broke out a huge fight among the supporters in the stadium, the two teams held up / 
kept on playing.

2.  A lot of police force was waiting at the entrance to the street to keep out / lay off the protestors.

3.  The robber was asked by the police to hand in / hang up all the money he had been hiding for a 
while.

4.  I have just held on / heard about the fact that all of my friends have gone abroad without even 
asking me.

5.  The new employee in the office is having difficulty in keeping to / keeping up with the rest of the 
team.

6.  There are tons of lotions and sprays available out there to keep off / keep to mosquitoes from biting 
you.

7.  People with Gastritis condition are advised to leave behind / keep away from spicy and protein rich 
foods.

8.  Due to the financial crisis in the last months, many workers in the company were laid off / heard of.

Exercise 4

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct preposition.

 
for to off of behind up (x2) over

1.  There are many other pyramids in the world that most of us haven’t heard _________________ 
other than the ones in Egypt.

2.  If you’re heading _________________ a trip to the mountains, make sure you wear thick clothes so 
as not to get cold.

3.  That sea levels are constantly going _________________ around the world is an indication of 
melting glaciers.

4.  Whenever we receive a call from any call center assistant, we tend to hang _________________ 
immediately.

5.  We should keep _________________ the original plan so that we could achieve success in the long 
term.

6.  My sister is a very anxious person so she goes _________________ her notes many times before 
an exam.

7.  Summer Olympics in Tokyo were held _________________ for one year in 2020 due to the 
pandemic. 

8.  He had to leave his dog _________________ when he had to move abroad after finding a job. 
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Exercise 5

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct verb in the box.

 
hear hold (x2) hand hang go keep lay

1.  We always choose to _________________ away from the dark narrow road when we decide to take 
a walk at night.

2.  The jellyfish are known to release a substance to _________________ off sharks or other aquatic 
animals.

3.  The stomach of an adult human being can _________________ up to 1.5 liters of water.

4.  Everyone should have the experience of _________________ on a cruise at least once in their 
lifetime.

5.  The man had to _________________ over his resignation to the human resources after being 
humiliated by his manager.

6.  The boss surprisingly _________________ off his sales manager yesterday without giving any 
reason.

7. The applicant was told to _________________ on until they interviewed other people before they 
make a decision.

8. The band they hired for the wedding isn’t _________________ of but they are pretty good. 

Exercise 6

Choose the synonyms of the phrasal verbs.

1.  keep off

 A)  delay B)  maintain C)  avoid D)  exceed

2.  hand over

 A)  provide B)  deliver C)  imitate D)  surpass

3.  go up

 A)  rise B)  suffer C)  reject D)  transport

4.  keep up

 A)  release B)  consider C)  conquer D)  sustain

5.  hold off

 A)  function B)  postpone C)  support  D)  give

6.  go over

 A)  examine B)  increase  C)  maintain D)  surrender
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126. let down hayal kırıklığına uğratmak = 
disappoint

• I was very tired, but I didn’t let my friends 
down in the game.

• What I regret most is having let my family 
down.

127. let off serbest bırakmak, ceza vermemek 
= set free, not punish

• The driver was stopped by the traffic officers 
for speeding; however, he was let off with a 
warning.

ateşlemek, patlatmak 
= fire a gun, explode

• Tim let the gun off inside the house.

128. let in / into içeri almak, sokmak 
= allow to enter a place

• They didn’t let anyone into the concert area 
until eight.

• We were asked not to let the students in 
before 10 o’clock.

129. let out  salıvermek, çıkartmak 
= allow to leave a place

• The man didn’t let his children out for the 
Christmas celebrations.

ses çıkarmak = make noise

• The dog let out a short, sharp bark when the 
vet touched its injured paw.

130. live on bir şey ile beslenmek ya da 
geçinmek = survive, subsist

• Jack’s parents must live on a pension of 
£500 a month.

• Bats generally live on small insects.

131. live with  beraber yaşamak = live together

• I’ve been living with my friends for a couple 
of years.

• How can she live with this guilt?

132. look to  yardım beklemek, güvenmek = 
trust

• The boss is looking to the new manager to 
help improve sales figures.

• I looked to the new headmaster to change 
the school for good because the current 
situation is not promising at all.

133. look up  bir kitaptan bir bilgiyi aramak = 
search for information

• You can look up that word in a dictionary to 
learn how it is spelt.

uğramak = visit

• You should look your aunt up next time you 
visit Rome.
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134. look after  göz kulak olmak, bakmak, 
ilgilenmek 
= take care, protect, be 
responsible

• The car hasn’t been looked after well so far, 
so it needs maintaining urgently.

• It must be hard to look after two children all 
day.

135. look back on  hatırlamak, anımsamak 
= remember

• My dad looks back on his school days with 
fondness.

• Looking back on it, I still can’t understand 
what the problem was.

136. look down on  küçümsemek, hor görmek = 
despise

• Jake looks down on his co-workers, so no 
one likes him at the office.

• Mr. Gomez looks down on anyone who is of 
low-income.

137. look forward to  dört gözle beklemek = wait 
eagerly

• Many people are looking forward to their 
retirements.

• We are looking forward to going for a 
holiday.

138. look up to saygı duymak = respect

• All the players in the team look up to their 
coach.

• She’s always looked up to her father for his 
career.

139. look for aramak = seek

• Mike has been looking for work as a 
translator for a year.

• We are looking for a solution to the problem.

ummak = expect

 • I am looking for a partnership from the 
company I work for.

140. look in kısa bir ziyaret yapmak = pay a 
short visit

• I hope there will be time to look in on Eileen 
tonight.

• I must look in on my grandparents to see if 
they’re doing well.

141. look on bakıp durmak, seyretmek = watch

• The boys were given their awards as their 
parents looked on.

• The crowd was just looking on while two 
boys were quarrelling.

P H R A S A L  V E R B S  -  S E S S I O N  6
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142. look out (for) dikkat etmek = be careful

• Look out for the passing cars.

dikkat etmek, çıkarını gözetmek = 
take care of, care for

• Judith is really selfish; she’s just looking out 
for herself.

143. look over gözden geçirmek, incelemek = 
look or read carefully

• I wonder if you could look over these figures 
quickly.

• I have much time to look over the notes.

144. look into araştırmak, soruşturmak = 
investigate

• Jim offered to look into the problem my 
family has been dealing with for a long time.

• The Police are looking into the case of the 
dead body found by the river.

145. look round / around etrafına bakmak, gezmek = 
walk around

• Let’s look around the picnic area and find a 
suitable place for us.

• You have to pay to look round the old 
pavilion.

146. look through incelemek, gözden geçirmek, 
aramak = check, review, 
search

• I looked through my notes once more before 
the exam.

• Sheila looked through all the papers but she 
couldn’t find the petition.

147. make out ne olduğunu anlamak, çıkarmak = 
understand

• As it is written in French, I can make out just 
a few words in this text.

üstesinden gelmek, başarmak = 
succeed

• It is true that Tom lost his job, but he will 
make out somehow.

148. make up uydurmak = invent

• The boy made up a poem for his mother and 
read it on her birthday.

• I made up a story to avoid any punishment 
from my parents for being late.

makyaj yapmak = apply cosmetics

• She made her face up before she left home 
for the party.

oluşturmak = constitute

• A motherboard is made up of thousands of 
parts.

149. make up for telâfi etmek 
= compensate

• The airline had to make up for the 
passenger’s loss.

• I haven’t eaten lunch but I’ll make up for it at 
supper.

150. make for yönelmek = move towards a place

• Jonathan picked up his bag and made for 
the door to wear his shoes. 

• It’s about time they’re making for home.
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Exercise 1

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

let in look after look for make up

look through make for make out look into

1.  As a result of energy shortage around the world, scientists are _________________ alternative 
ways to produce energy.

2.  Since I hung out till midnight and my parents didn’t know that, I had to _________________ a lie to 
explain why I was late.

3.  I couldn’t _________________ what the problem in the office was until the young boy explained it in 
detail.

4.  We will leave our children to our neighbour to _________________ them when we are in business 
trip next month.

5.  The detectives who are _________________ the case of the missing girl haven’t found any clue yet.

6.  We couldn’t watch the play the other night as they didn’t _________________ anyone 
_________________ once the play began.

7.  When I _________________ the annual report one last time, I saw some irregularities.

8.   I had to _________________ the other road when I saw a big dog on my way to the library.

Exercise 2

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

look to let down live on look back on

make up for look in let out look up to

1.  Though my car was badly damaged in the accident, the insurance company _________________ 
the loss.

2.  I will be _________________ my grandmother at hospital tomorrow night so I will miss my favourite 
show.

3.   Many people in Africa _________________ very little subsistence due to the shortage of food.

4.  My sister _________________ all the family members when she couldn’t get the scholarship to 
study abroad.

5.  Our teacher _________________ Jane more than his other students as he believes she will be the 
only one to pass the exam.

6.  Sometimes you _________________ your past and regret doing some mistakes.

7.  My little brother got very angry when my mother didn’t _________________ him 
_________________ to play with his friends in the evening.

8.  When parents serve as role models, teenage boys and girls will always _________________ them 
and emulate their behaviour.
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Exercise 3

Underline the correct phrasal verb in each sentence.

1.  Some types of asthma can be a very troublesome condition for some people to live on / live with.

2.  I have been looking up / looking on some information about the greenhouse effect on the Internet.

3.  Rather than looking down on / looking over people who are different, we should look at cultural 
differences as an opportunity to learn.

4.  I have been given the chance to make out / make up for the exam I missed last week.

5.  While our parents were shopping in the city centre, I and my brother took a walk to look around / 
look into the town.

6.  As I wrote my essay in a hurry, I had to spend an hour to look in / look over it for spelling mistakes.

7.  My boss has let off / let down me for a week to have a vacation since I have been working 
meticulously for two years.

8.  Everyone in the hall was looking through / looking on the illusionist in admiration as he was 
performing his show. 

Exercise 4

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct preposition.

to for (x2) through up over out down

1.  The captain of the ship lost control and was making _________________ the iceberg ahead.

2.  When it comes to buying fish, you need to look _________________ certain physical signs to make 
out whether it is fresh or old.

3.  Our account manager couldn’t figure out a way to stop the recession and let _________________ 
the boss.

4.  There are many important things to look _________________ when you first start a job.

5.  Asteroids are known to be made _________________ of different minerals and components.

6.  My cousin is pregnant and looking forward _________________ her second child.

7. The teacher looked _________________ all the students’ desks and books before the exam. 

8. The new refrigerator we bought last week might be broken since it is letting _________________ 
weird noises. 
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Exercise 5

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct verb in the box.

 look (x3) let live (x2) make (x2)

1.  As the man was speaking with a weird accent, I couldn’t _________________ out what he was 
saying.

2.  Many governments around the world are _________________ into the problem of deforestation in 
various parts of the world.

3.  It is very important to have a friend that you can _________________ to at your most difficult times.

4.  Though they are massive in size, basking sharks _________________ on very small fish and 
vertebrates.

5.  When we _________________ back on history, it is easy to notice that alcohol was used socially for 
many diverse purposes.

6.  Everyone was surprised to see that the man was _________________ off with a fine instead of 
being sent to prison.

7.  Ever since she sold her apartment, she’s been _________________ with her old roommate who 
she met in college. 

8.  Her part of the project _________________ up only about %20 of the whole work but she still 
worked hard on it. 

Exercise 6

Choose the synonyms of the phrasal verbs.

1.  look after

 A)  assemble B)  indicate C)  care for D)  gather

2. make for

 A)  head for B)  debate C)  maintain D)  gain

3.  look into

 A)  validate B)  investigate C)  aim D)  target

4.  make out

 A)  accompany B)  participate C)  scatter D)  understand

5.  let down

 A)  compensate B)  disappoint C)  understand D)  trust

6.  look down on

 A)  constitute B)  succeed C)  not punish D)  despise
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151. pass out bayılmak = become unconscious

• The old man was hit on the head and 
passed out.

• The first time I drank alcohol, I almost 
passed out.

152. pass away ölmek = die

• Jim’s grandfather passed away at the age of 
86.

• Her brother passed away unexpectedly in an 
accident.

153. pay off borcunu ödeyip bitirmek = pay a 
debt in full

• I plan to pay off the car loan within two 
years.

masrafını çıkarmak, karşılığını 
vermek = yield a profit

• All those weeks of working paid off when I 
earned a good amount of money.

• My efforts paid off well and I managed to get 
into a good university.

154. pay for bedelini ödemek, cezasını çekmek 
= be punished, suffer

• Everybody pays for their mistakes in some 
way.

ödemek = give money

• Sam paid for the stuff with his credit card.

155. pay back geri ödemek = repay

• I have never been paid back for Jim’s bills.

öç almak = take revenge

• I paid him back for the things he had done to 
me by taking over his position as a manager.

156. pick up kaldırmak = lift

• The manager picked up his file and left the 
office immediately.

bir yerden almak, toplamak = collect

• Tim said he would pick up the tickets for the 
party tomorrow.

öğrenmek = learn

• Sometimes little children pick up some bad 
habits from their friends.

157. pile up  yığılmak, birikmek, biriktirmek, 
artmak = form a pile, accumulate

• Tom piled up such a huge debt that he had 
to take out some loan from the bank.

• The winds have piled up the sand into 
dunes.

158. point out işaret etmek, göstermek = tell, 
indicate

• While we were walking, the tour guide 
pointed out several statues.

dikkat çekmek = draw attention to 
something

• After the lesson ended, I pointed out some 
flaws in my teacher’s theory.
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159. pull down  yıkmak = destroy

• The enemy forces pulled down the base with 
their heavy guns.

• The old school building was pulled down last 
week.

160. pull through atlatmak, kurtulmak, iyileştirmek 
= become well again

• Jake must have pulled through with careful 
nursing.

• The young man is expected to pull through 
despite his injuries.

161. pull out yola çıkmak = move onto a road

• A car pulled out suddenly to overtake the 
truck in front us.

dışarı çıkarmak, çekmek = remove, 
draw

• While arguing with the driver, the man pulled 
out his gun and fired.

162. pull off başarmak, halletmek 
= succeed

• Jim tried to translate the text into English, 
but he couldn’t pull it off.

arabayı kenara çekmek = stop by 
the side of the road

• I feel sleepy, so I will pull off for a while and 
try to get some rest before I set off again.

163. pull over arabayı kenara çekmek = stop by 
the side of the road

• The driver pulled over to change the flat tire.

• The lorry pulled over and a boy got out.

164. put off ertelemek = delay

• Bad weather forced the organization 
committee to put off today’s game.

dikkatini dağıtmak = prevent from 
concentrating

• Please stop laughing. You are putting me off.

165. put aside biriktirmek, kenara koymak = save, 
reserve

• I put aside $100 every month because I want 
to buy a car this year.

askıya almak, görmezden gelmek, 
kenara koymak = ignore, abandon 
temporarily

• He put aside his work to help his wife in the 
kitchen.

• They put aside their differences and became 
friends.

166. put down kaydetmek, yazmak 
= write

• Can you put my name down on the list?

eleştirmek = criticize

• Jack hates his teacher and puts him down 
frequently.

yere bırakmak = stop holding

• Lenny put his briefcase down and went 
downstairs.

167. put across iletmek, anlatmak 
= express an opinion

• He doesn’t know how to put himself across 
at interviews.

• Please listen carefully for I’m trying to put 
across a crucial point.
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168. put forward önermek, ileri sürmek = suggest 
a plan, state an idea

• He put forward several good ideas at the 
meeting.

• We should put forward a great many 
suggestions at the meeting.

169. put out söndürmek = stop burning, 
extinguish

• Two hours passed before the fire was put 
out.

üretmek = produce

• I wonder how many cars this company puts 
out a year.

yayımlamak = publish

• The publisher is planning to put out a new 
magazine this year.

170. put through  telefon bağlamak = connect by 
telephone

• Wait a minute, please. I will put you through 
to the manager.

sıkıntı çektirmek = make someone 
suffer

• The opponent team was so tough. They put 
us through a lot of trouble.

171. put on giymek, takmak = wear something

• Sarah has put on a nice scarf today.

kilo almak = gain weight

• She put on 10 kg after the children were 
born.

bir aleti düğmesine basarak 
çalıştırmak 
= make something start working

• Can you put the light on before you go out?

172. put up with tahammül etmek 
= tolerate

• He said he had put up with my bad habits for 
a long time.

• Why is she still putting up with his nasty 
temper?

173. rip off kazıklamak = cheat

• Hank thinks he was ripped off by the dealer.

• Some travel agencies try to rip off the 
tourists.

174. rule out çıkarmak, göz ardı etmek, hariç 
bırakmak 
= reject, eliminate

• After he lost his job, Mike ruled out moving 
to Los Angeles.

• The police have ruled out the possibility of 
murder.

175. run down arabayla yaralamak ya da öldürmek 
= injure or kill with a car

• The man was run down by a car in the fog.

bitmek, gücü tükenmek 
= lose power

• Don’t leave your car lights on, or else, the 
battery will run down.
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Exercise 1

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

pass away put off put aside point out

put on run down pull down put up with

1. I _________________ a certain amount of my salary every month for my retirement days in the 
future.

2.  The city council has decided to _________________ the old hospital in order to construct a new 
one.

3.  Women may _________________ some weight when they are pregnant but they can easily lose 
them after birth.

4.  Tom must change his manners at once as nobody has to _________________ him in the office.

5.  The truck was so fast that it couldn’t stop on time and _________________ the dog walking across 
the street.

6.  After our landlord _________________, his daughter called us and told that we could pay our rent to 
her.

7. Our teacher explained the questions in detail and _________________ the rules we need to learn.

8.  The tennis match was _________________ by the referee due to unfavorable weather conditions.

Exercise 2

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

 
pay back rip off rule out pull through

pile up put forward pull out pass out

1.  John has borrowed some money from me but I don’t know when he will _________________ as he 
hasn’t said anything.

2.  You should have made your idea more clear after you _________________ it in the meeting.

3. I want to talk to my dad but his obstinate manners _________________ the possibility of 
negotiation.

4.  We were sure that we were _________________ after we got out of taxi as we should have paid 
much less.

5.  It took a couple of months for him to _________________ but fortunately he is very well right now.

6.  Everybody in the bank started to cry and shout when the robber _________________ his gun.

7.  My mom goes crazy whenever she sees that my clothes are _________________ on the floor in my 
room.

8.  The ball hit the girl so hard that the poor girl _________________ and fell down.
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Exercise 3

Underline the correct phrasal verb in each sentence.

1. I need 10 minutes to put across / pull out my project in the meeting of board of directors.

2. Firefighters have been trying to put out / put down the forest fire with the help of helicopters.

3. I will have paid off / pointed out the loan that I took out from the bank last month by next year.

4. A two-year-old baby is able to pull off / pick up a language much more easily than a 25 years old 
man.

5. If you throw dirt on somebody, you put on / pay for it sooner or later.

6. I should have put down / put on the address while I was talking to him but I didn’t and now I don’t 
remember it.

7. The rainy weather ruled out / put out a picnic for the weekend.

8. You shouldn’t put aside / put on that hat while going to a job interview as it wouldn’t be formal 
enough.

Exercise 4

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct preposition.

away up (x2) off (x2) across over aside

1.  Don’t try to pick _________________ that luggage by yourself as it is extremely heavy.

2.  Since Alice’s dad is seriously ill, we had to put _________________ the wedding.

3.  After Tina said she was about to vomit, I pulled _________________ and she got out of the car.

4.  I saw many letters and forms piled _________________ on my desk after returning from holiday.

5.  You should make a decision after you put _________________ your prejudices.

6.  Tourists are afraid of doing shopping in the city center as local people rip _________________ them 
with high prices.

7. I haven’t had the courage to adopt a new pet ever since my dog passed _________________ last 
summer. 

8. The way he put himself _________________ during the interview was so great that they offered him 
a higher position. 
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Exercise 5

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct verb in the box.

 put (x3) point pull pay (x2) pass

1.  The boss warned that he wouldn’t _________________ up with being late anymore.

2.  Could you _________________ me through the sales manager please?

3.  Enemy soldiers _________________ down the statue of country’s leader in the capital city.

4.  They fooled me but I swear I will _________________ them back for this.

5.  As the weather was very hot, I felt I was about to _________________ out while I was breathing.

6.  The fluctuation of inflation rate _________________ out the instability of economy.

7.  We all thought he _________________ off his debt but the bank called us to inform us about his 
debt today. 

8.  The plans for the new railway have been _________________ aside because there is not enough 
money in the budget. 

Exercise 6

Choose the synonyms of the phrasal verbs.

1. point out

 A)  nominate B)  revolve C)  reinforce D)  indicate

2. put off

 A)  flourish B)  postpone C)  complain D)  astonish

3. pull down

 A)  demolish B)  hinder C)  prevent D)  rate

4. put out

 A)  extinguish B)  simulate C)  confirm D)  provide

5. pile up

 A)  accumulate B)  indicate C)  reserve D)  delay

6.  rule out

 A)  write B)  lift C)  reject  D)  cheat
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176. run after peşinden koşmak, kovalamak = 
chase

• The waiter ran after me to hand me the files 
I’d dropped.

elde etmeye çalışmak 
= try to obtain

• The singer has spent her life running after 
fame and fortune.

177. run away kaçmak, firar etmek 
= escape, flee

• The suspect ran away when he saw an 
approaching policeman.

bir durumla yüzleşmekten kaçınmak 
= avoid

• No one can run away from the fact that the 
world is going to an end.

178. run across rastlamak, karşılaşmak, bulmak = 
find by chance, meet unexpectedly

• I ran across this old record at a flea market.

• If I run across an old friend at the ceremony, 
I will be very happy.

179. run into rastlamak, karşılaşmak = meet 
unexpectedly, encounter

• We ran into a tourist group when we landed, 
which made it difficult to get out of the 
airport.

kazayla çarpmak = hit by accident, 
crash into

• The famous actor died after his car ran into 
a post.

180. run out (of) tüketmek, bitirmek, bitmek = use, 
have none left, finish

• The students ran out of time and handed in 
the papers without finishing them.

• The project had to remain incomplete as 
they ran out of money.

181. run over araç ile ezmek = drive over

• The man was run over by a taxi and got 
seriously injured.

prova etmek, tekrarlamak = practise

• The actor will run over his lines before going 
on stage.

182. see about ilgilenmek, icabına bakmak, 
ayarlamak 
= deal with, arrange

• The mechanic will be seeing about your car 
while you are waiting here.

• Jerry promised to see about booking tickets 
for the theatre.

183. see to ilgilenmek, icabına bakmak, 
ayarlamak 
= deal with, arrange

• I will see to a new place for our weekly 
meetings.

• You should get the taps seen to by a 
plumber.
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184. sell out  hepsini satmak, elden çıkarmak = 
sell all of the supply

• These cheap sweat shirts are going quickly 
and will soon sell out.

• The tickets for tonight’s performance is 
completely sold out.

185. send for çağırmak , getirtmek, istetmek = 
invite, command to be brought

• The dying man sent for his children.

• You can send for a free sample book.

186. send out  yaymak, göndermek, dağıtmak = 
issue, transmit, distribute

• The satellite kept sending out signals 
and that was how we had constant digital 
reception.

• The committee agreed to send out invitations 
to announce the museum’s opening.

187. set up kurmak, organize etmek = establish, 
organize

• The government has set up a committee to 
look into the matter.

• The group plans to set up a new business.

ayarlamak, kullanıma hazır hale 
getirmek 
= arrange, make ready for use

• The speaker set up the projector before the 
conference started.

• The boys are setting up the volleyball net.

inşa etmek, kurmak 
= erect, put up

• The army set up roadblocks to stop the riot.

188. set off  yola çıkmak = begin a journey

• We will set off for Antalya tonight.

çalıştırmak = to cause something to 
operate

• Robert broke the front door, setting off the 
alarm.

patlatmak, ateşlemek 
= explode, fire

• Terrorists set off a car bomb the other day.

189. set out yola çıkmak = begin a journey

• The bus will set out for home at 3.

bir amaç uğruna çalışmaya 
başlamak 
= start doing something to achieve 
an aim

• The man set out to make his fortune.

190. settle down yuva kurmak, yerleşmek = 
establish a settled lifestyle

• My son is 32. I wish he would settle down 
and raise a family.

sakinleşmek, uslanmak, rahatlamak 
= become quiet and orderly

• Please, settle down so that we can carry on 
with our lesson.

191. show off hava atmak, gösteriş yapmak = try 
to attract attention

• The boy was showing off with his new 
bicycle.

• Why do you keep showing off in front of the 
girls?

P H R A S A L  V E R B S  -  S E S S I O N  8
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192. show up gelmek, çıkagelmek, görünmek = 
come, appear

• The lesson hasn’t started yet as the teacher 
hasn’t showed up.

• We’ll wait for another fifteen minutes and 
then go if he doesn’t show up.

193. shut up susmak, susturmak, sesini kesmek 
= stop talking, make someone stop 
talking

• When Mary starts talking, she never shuts 
up.

• Just shut up and listen to me carefully.

194. sign in oturum açmak, giriş yapmak, 
kaydolmak 
= register, log in

• All visitors must sign in at the front gate.

• Don’t forget to sign in at the reception.

195. sneak in bir yere gizlice ve sessizce girmek = 
enter a place secretly and quietly

• A student sneaked in and stole the answers 
for mid-term exam.

• The burglar sneaked in the house while we 
were sleeping.

196. sneak out bir yerden gizlice dışarı çıkmak = 
leave a place secretly and quietly

• Susie sneaked out through the back door to 
see her friend.

• The teenagers are said to have sneaked out 
without paying.

197. sort out ayırmak, ayıklamak, düzenlemek 
= tidy up, arrange, separate from a 
group

• Why don’t you sort out the books on your 
desk?

• She sorted out the bad apples from the good 
ones.

bir problemin ya da durumun 
üstesinden gelmek = deal 
successfully

• The government has to sort out the problem 
of unemployment.

198. stand by terk etmemek, destek olmak = not 
leave, support, remain faithful

• She stood by her father throughout his 
difficulties.

hiçbir şey yapmadan durmak = do 
nothing

• Don’t stand by. Help us with the dinner.

hazır bulunmak = be ready

• An ambulance will stand by in case of 
emergency.

199. stand for temsil etmek, anlamına gelmek = 
represent

• She supports the conservative party and all 
it stands for.

kabul etmek, katlanmak 
= accept, tolerate

• I won’t stand for that student any more.

200. stand out göze çarpmak, fark edilmek, dikkati 
çekmek 
= be noticeable

• Her long hair always makes her stand out in 
a crowd.

direnmeye devam etmek = continue 
to resist

• The workers are standing out for a better 
salary offer.
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Exercise 1

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

show up come across see to set up

sell out stand for sign in sort out

1.  A friend of mine will help me to _________________ essential programs to my new laptop.

2.  As soon as I get to my desk, I am going to _________________ the problem which you have 
informed me about.

3.  FBI _________________ Federal Bureau of Investigation which investigates federal crimes and 
threats to national security.

4.  As nobody _________________ after two hours, we had to postpone the meeting to an unspecified 
date.

5.  We can have the newly recruited assistant _________________ the files in the archive.

6.  You can have unlimited access to the content of this website only after you have 
_________________.

7.  I got surprised to _________________ my earplugs which I had been looking for for months in the 
bathroom.

8.  I was disappointed upon learning that all the tickets were _________________ for the final game.

Exercise 2

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

settle down run after run out see about

stand by send for set out shut up

1.  One should _________________ very early in the morning in the summer travels not to be affected 
by the sun.

2.  Excuse me but I have to take this phone call, so could you please _________________ my guests 
until I get back?

3. Let’s stop arguing and go on talking after everybody _________________.

4.  I couldn’t have _________________ the boy who grabbed my wallet as he was extremely fast.

5.  Scientists have been trying to find alternative energy sources in case the oil reserves might 
_________________.

6.  We have to _________________ a translator as our Chinese guest is able to speak neither English 
nor Turkish.

7.  A group of policemen _________________ while the wounded demonstrator was lying in pain on 
the ground.

8.  Joshua kept talking even though the teacher told him to _________________ many times, so he 
was expelled from the class.
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Exercise 3

Underline the correct phrasal verb in each sentence.

1.  We got shocked when John showed up / signed in as we weren’t expecting him at all.

2.  I wasn’t able to do it myself but my cousin managed to sneak out / sort out the trouble in the 
satellite.

3.  The thieves must have sneaked in / stood out the flat while you were out yesterday night.

4.  You should run over / send out your song until tomorrow in order to perform well in the ceremony.

5.  We set off / sent out our flyers in many parts of the city so that everybody could learn our discount 
prices.

6.  Your resume will stand out / show up among many others as you have many certificates and 
qualifications.

7.  Every child makes a plan to run across / run away from home but they generally aren’t courageous 
enough.

8.  Michael used to pass by this street more often but I hardly ever run into / set out him nowadays.

Exercise 4

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct preposition.

off down after out (x2) in by over

1.  Security guards should have run _________________ the thieves but they preferred to wait to our 
surprise.

2.  Most of the shops reduce the prices of summer clothes in order that they can sell 
_________________ all of them.

3.  Why don’t you stand _________________ Jessica instead of making fun of her while you see she is 
in trouble?

4.  It’s very obvious that Kelly just tries to show _________________ her diamond necklace.

5.  The cruel driver didn’t stop even though he saw he ran _________________ the dog.

6.  Your dress will stand _________________ in the ball as I don’t think any one else would choose 
this color.

7.  A lot of students sneak _________________ a lot of snacks and drinks into the movie theatres. 

8.  The professor waited for people to settle _________________ before he started the lecture.
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Exercise 5

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct verb in the box.

see sort sneak shut run (x2) set (x2)

1.  You had better _________________ up and listen to the teacher carefully if you want to stay in the 
classroom.

2.  Lisa told us that she saw Mary _________________ out of the manager’s room yesterday 
afternoon.

3.  I need to quit now as I am late for my appointment with doctor, so I will _________________ to the 
files tomorrow.

4.  It took us three months to get it but finally we were able to _________________ out the problem 
which reduces our profit.

5.  Car batteries normally charge themselves while the engine is working but they can sometimes 
_________________ out suddenly.

6.  I was invited to a conference _________________ up by a group of university students to talk about 
my new novel.

7.  She won’t be able to make it this weekend because her cat _________________ away and she is 
devastated.

8.  A lot of fantasy books start when the main character _________________ out for a journey that will 
change his or her life. 

Exercise 6

Choose the synonyms of the phrasal verbs.

1.  send for

 A)  hasten B)  summon C)  provoke D)  vanish

2.  show off

 A)  fight B)  indicate C)  produce D)  boast

3. stand for

 A)  represent B)  notify C)  enable D)  support

4.  run away

 A)  flow B)  shout C)  flee D)  migrate

5.  see about

 A)  escape B)  encounter C)  arrange D)  register

6.  send out

 A)  appear B)  represent C)  explode D)  transmit
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201. stay out (of) bir şeyden uzak durmak, 
bulaşmamak = not get involved

• You should stay out of other people’s family 
issues.

eve gelmemek, dışarıda kalmak = 
not come home, not go inside

• Don’t stay out late. It’s raining heavily.

202. stay up uyumamak, ayakta kalmak = 
remain awake

• The children stayed up to watch the match.

• When we were kids we weren’t allowed to 
stay up late on weekdays.

203. straighten out  düzleştirmek = make 
something straight

• I hurt my knee so I can’t straighten my leg 
out.

işleri yoluna koymak, düzeltmek = 
correct, sort out

• There was a misunderstanding at work, but 
John straightened out everything.

204. switch on elektrikli bir aleti açmak, çalıştırmak 
= make something start working

• There is a problem with the button which 
switches the machine on.

• Would you mind if I switched on the air 
conditioner?

205. switch off kapatmak, akımı kesmek = make 
something stop working

• She forgot to switch off the oven so the 
pizza got burnt.

• The alarm system was switched off before 
the burglary happened.

206. take back  geri almak, geri götürmek, yerine 
koymak = return something

• Bill is very angry with me because I haven’t 
taken his lawn mover back to him.

• The shop owner said he wouldn’t take the 
dress back since I had bought it on sale.

• Take your tools back to the garage when you 
finish your work.

eskiyi hatırlatmak 
= remind

• The scenery in the Andes takes me back to 
my school years.

207. take for  zannetmek, sanmak 
= mistake for

• We took the man for a burglar, but he was 
just a postman.

• The man was shot because he was taken for 
the robber.

208. take apart sökmek, parçalara ayırmak = 
separate into pieces

• The soldier took his gun apart and cleaned it 
thoroughly.

• I took the phone apart but then I couldn’t put 
all its pieces back.
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209. take down yazmak, not almak 
= write

• The reporters are taking down the minister’s 
answers to the questions.

büyük bir yapıyı söküp parçalara 
ayırmak 
= dismantle

• When the concert ended, the workers took 
down the stands.

indirmek, almak = remove

• We took down those posters on the wall.

210. take in idrak etmek, anlamak 
= understand, comprehend

• When you visit a museum for the first time, 
there is too much to take in.

aldatmak = deceive

• The tourists were taken in by the travel 
agency.

daraltmak = make smaller

• Linda had the tailor taken in some of her 
new dresses.

211. take over devralmak, üstlenmek, yönetimini 
almak = gain control or 
responsibility

• After he obtained enough shares, he took 
over the company.

• The firm was taken over by a larger 
company in 1981.

212. take after aileden birine benzemek, çekmek = 
resemble

• Her sons take after their uncle.

• Jennie and her brother really take after their 
father.

213. take away bir sayıyı başka bir sayıdan 
çıkarmak 
= subtract

• If you take away 10 from 25, the result is 15.

gölge düşürmek, etkisini azaltmak 
= make something less important, 
impressive or valuable

• It was disappointing that just a few hooligans 
took away from the team’s victory.

çıkartmak, almak, yok etmek = 
remove, cause to disappear

• Some medicines usually take away the pain 
of a headache in a moment.

• We don’t know when they are going to take 
away that junk.

214. take on işe almak = employ

• The company took on a new person as a 
security guard.

işi kabul etmek, sorumluluğu üstüne 
almak = accept responsibility

• Robert takes on extra work every week to 
get by.

215. take off kıyafeti çıkarmak 
= remove clothes

• Take off your wet T-shirt right now, otherwise, 
you will get ill.

kalkmak, havalanmak 
= leave the ground

• Our plane took off a few hours late due to 
the storm.
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216. take out çıkarmak = remove

• The man took out his gun from his bag and 
pointed it towards the teller.

birisini yemeğe götürmek, disarı 
çıkartmak = go out

• I will take my wife out next Friday.

217. take up başlamak = start doing something 
regularly

• When is Jill going to take up her new job?

zaman almak, yer kaplamak = fill a 
particular amount of space or time

• The work is taking up more time than I 
thought before.

218. talk into ikna etmek = persuade

• Mike talked his parents into letting him go to 
the concert.

• Stop insisting; you can’t talk me into dating 
Andrew.

219. talk out of vazgeçirmek = deter, dissuade

• Jonathan’s teacher talked him out of going 
abroad for his education.

• Let nobody talk you out of doing what you 
really want.

220. tear down yerle bir etmek, enkaz haline 
getirmek = destroy

• The officials are planning to tear down the 
old hospital.

• The police decided to tear the fence down to 
get at the burglar.

221. tear off yırtmak, koparmak 
= remove by violent pulling

• The kid tore the cover of the book off.

hızlıca üstündekileri çıkarmak 
= remove clothes quickly and 
carelessly

• When he came home, Tim tore off his 
clothes and went to the bathroom.

aceleyle çıkmak, koşuşturmak = 
leave in a hurry, move hurriedly

• He tore off the hill after the bus.

222. tell off azarlamak = scold

• The kids were so disrespectful that I had to 
tell them off.

• Ben’s mother told him off for upsetting his 
sister.

223. tell apart birbirinden ayırmak 
= distinguish

• I can’t tell these two pictures apart.

• It’s hard to tell the twins apart.

224. throw up kusmak = vomit

• The disgusting scene made some of the 
children throw up.

• If your child starts throwing up, contact the 
doctor immediately.

225. track down izini aramak, iz sürerek bulmak = 
locate

• The police failed to track down the lost child.

• George wants to track her down through 
her old address.
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Exercise 1

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

switch off take apart take down take back

take in stay out of take out take after

1.  When I saw that the boss was really angry with me, I spent the rest of the day _________________ 
his way.

2.  I began to _________________ my washing machine only to find out that it was impossible for me 
to figure out what the problem was.

3.  The teacher told the students to listen carefully and to _________________ everything he said.

4.  I didn’t realize how rude what I had said was until it was too late to _________________ it 
_________________.

5.  Shortly after the winds started to blow hard, the power was _________________ by the electricity 
company.

6.  The kids became very happy on learning that their father was _________________ the whole family 
_________________ to the cinema.

7.  It is not easy to say that we are brothers as he _________________ our mother’s side of the family 
whereas I don’t.

8.  The old woman was _________________ by a man who pretended to be a tax collector.

Exercise 2

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

take in take away take off throw up

straighten out tear down take off stay up

1.  Her mother wanted the kid to _________________ her sweater as it was getting hot in the waiting 
room.

2.  I almost _________________ due to motion sickness after riding the roller-coaster.

3.  You should be more tolerant towards John as he is doing his best to _________________ his life.

4.  It was a very informative session but there was too much to _________________ at once.

5.  You can call me at any time you like tonight as I will _________________ late to watch a film.

6.  My little brother had difficulty to understand that if you _________________ 4 _________________ 
from 12 you get 8.

7.  The local residents began protesting when they learned that the old cinema was going to be 
_________________ and a new one was going to be built.

8.  Flocks of birds might pose danger for aircraft landing and _________________.
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Exercise 3

Underline the correct phrasal verb in each sentence.

1. There has been an argument recently about taking back / tearing down abandoned houses in our 
city.

2. My mother stayed up / took for all night waiting for my father to get home so she was extremely 
tired the next day.

3. My sister switched on / took apart the kettle to make us some tea and I started to prepare us 
sandwiches.

4. When my father turned fifty, he took after / took up fishing as a hobby and to my surprise he never 
gave up.

5. When the child threw up / took on his breakfast all over the back seat of the car, his father took him 
to the hospital.

6. Once we get our financial problems straightened out / taken for, we will be able to increase our 
sales.

7. Mr Gibbs has taken back / taken over responsibility for the project and has started to work with the 
team immediately.

8. It is not a good idea to track down / take on too much work; you can make yourself ill.

Exercise 4

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct preposition.

away out of back after off (x2) out in

1.  I had to read the e-mail twice before I could take it all _________________.

2.  However hard her parents tried to talk her _________________ it, she insisted on getting married to 
an old man.

3.  If the jacket you are buying for your brother doesn’t fit him, he can always take it 
_________________.

4.  When he learnt that there was an emergency at the hospital, Dr Brown got in his car and tore 
_________________ down the road.

5.  As you don’t know anything about what the real problem is between them, you had better stay 
_________________ of it.

6.  We had better take these chairs _________________ as we don’t need them here in this room.

7.  The fire started after she left the house since she forgot to switch _________________ the 
microwave. 

8.  People find it hard to believe how much he takes _________________ his older brother.
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Exercise 5

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct verb in the box.

stay track take (x3) talk tell (x2)

1.  The chairman was against the idea but we were able to _________________ him into it.

2.  The teacher _________________ the student off for swearing but she did not seem upset at all.

3.  I am happy as I have managed to _________________ down the book I have been searching for 
for a long time.

4.  All the mechanics came together and _________________ the engine apart to see what the 
problem was.

5.  Many people are not aware of the fact that supermarkets are _________________ business away 
from small local shops.

6.  The twins were so alike that it was not possible for me to _________________ them apart.

7.  After thinking about it for a while, he decided he is not ready to _________________ on the role of 
an executive.

8.  The whole team _________________ up to finish the presentation after it was accidentally erased. 

Exercise 6

Choose the synonyms of the phrasal verbs.

1.  take after

 A)  resemble  B)  punish  C)  catch D)  seek

2.  throw up

 A)  increase  B)  understand  C)  return D)  vomit

3.  tear down

 A)  repair B)  cry C)  demolish  D)  annoy

4.  talk into

 A)  speak B)  persuade C)  reject D)  obtain

5.  take down

 A)  remove B)  persuade C)  write   D)  locate

6.  tell off

 A)  scold B)  distinguish  C)  vomit  D)  resemble
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226. trade in yenisini almak için eski bir ürünü 
vermek = give something old as a 
part of the payment for something 
new 

• Tom traded in his old lawn mower for a 
brand new one.

• Vivien traded her smart phone in for a new 
tablet.

227. try on  bir giysiyi prova etmek, giyip 
denemek = put on an article of 
clothing to see whether it fits

• I advise you to try on this sweater first to see 
how it looks.

• John tried on ten different shirts but bought 
none of them.

228. try out  deneme yapmak = test

• The assistant tried out the new equipment 
before setting up the experiment.

• Scientists are trying out a new cure for the 
deadly disease.

229. turn down  reddetmek = not accept, refuse

• Bob asked me to give him another loan, but I 
turned him down.

kısmak, azaltmak = make lower or 
quieter

• Can you turn the music down a bit as I can’t 
hear what your mum is saying?

230. turn away  başka tarafa dönmek ya da 
döndürmek = move in a different 
direction not to face something

• The old man had to turn away to avoid the 
brutal scenes.

geri çevirmek, savmak 
= refuse entrance

• The reporters who wished to talk to the 
minister were turned away.

231. turn back geri dönmek = return

• The people who couldn’t find any job 
opportunities abroad are turning back these 
days.

• The truck carrying guns was turned back at 
the south border.

232. turn into dönüşmek, değişmek, haline 
gelmek = change into, become

• I am afraid my holiday will turn into a chaos 
if I can’t find my bag.

• In the movie, the man turns into a vampire 
when is bitten.

233. turn off kapatmak, söndürmek = make a 
piece of equipment stop working

• Now that you have saved your files, it is now 
safe to turn off your computer.

• Always turn off your computer on finishing 
your work.
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234. turn on açmak, çalıştırmak = make a piece 
of equipment start working

• Linda passed through the hall, pressing the 
switches to turn on the outside lights.

• The street lights turn on automatically when 
it gets dark.

235. turn over alabora olmak, devrilmek, çevirmek, 
dönmek 
= capsize, flip over, turn upside 
down

• You must turn over the pancakes, or they will 
burn.

teslim etmek = give

• The local police turned the criminal over to 
the FBI.

236. turn up varmak, gelmek, ortaya çıkmak = 
arrive

• James failed to turn up for work on 
Wednesday, which caused him to get fired 
easily.

miktarını artırmak, açmak = 
increase

• I like that music band. Please, turn the 
volume up a bit.

237. turn out sonuçlanmak, haline gelmek, 
meydana getirmek, ortaya çıkmak = 
develop in a particular way

• She is highly skilful, however, her work 
turned out to be badly done this time.

üretmek = produce

• This is a company that turns out toys for 
children.

katılmak, gelmek 
= attend, participate

• Only a small number of people turned out to 
support their candidate that night.

238. turn in ihbar etmek = inform the police 
about someone

• Thousands of people were obliged to 
spy or turn in their neighbours to protect 
themselves.

uyumak = go to bed

• My children usually turn in at about eight.

teslim etmek, geri vermek = submit, 
give back

• Your security cards must be turned in before 
you leave the place.

239. use up tüketmek = finish all of a supply of 
something

• The traveller used up all his water before his 
journey ended.

• Why did you use up all the milk in the fridge?

240. wake up yataktan kalkmak, uyanmak, 
uyandırmak, canlanmak = awake

• The breakfast is about to be ready. You 
should wake up now.

gerçeklerin farkına varmak, hakikati 
görmek = become aware

• It is time for you to wake up and realize your 
potential.

241. warm up ısıtmak, ısınmak = make something 
warm, become warm

• Because the heating is on, the house will 
soon warm up.

hazırlanmak, hazır hale getirmek = 
prepare for an activity

• All the players are warming up on the field 
for the next game.

P H R A S A L  V E R B S  -  S E S S I O N  1 0
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242. wash away temizlemek, su ile sürüklemek = 
carry something away with water

• Heavy rains washed away the whole village.

ortadan kaldırmak 
= eliminate

• The teacher’s last words washed away the 
student’s hope.

243. watch out (for)  dikkat etmek 
= be careful

• Watch out! That dog may attack you.

• Good parents should watch out for their 
children’s artistic skills.

244. wear out  yormak = make someone tired

• Since shopping all day really wore us out, 
we slept early.

eskimek, eskitmek, aşındırmak 
= become unusable, cause to 
become useless

• The mechanic said two of the tyres wore 
out, so I had to change them as soon as 
possible.

245. wear off  etkisini yavaş yavaş kaybetmek = 
gradually disappear

• The effect of the pill wears off after a few 
hours.

• The pain may get worse as the anaesthetic 
wears off.

246. wind up  bitirmek, sonuçlandırmak = end, 
conclude

• We should have wound this meeting up 
earlier.

kurmak = twist a knob in order to 
make something run

• My grandfather usually forgets to wind up his 
watch.

kızdırmak = make someone angry

• Tim said many things all night that wound 
his father up.

247. wipe out yok etmek = destroy

• The tsunami waves wiped out all the houses 
on the shore.

• In the past, a whole town could be wiped out 
by fires.

248. work out bir problemi çözmek, anlamak = 
solve a problem, understand

• I’m in a difficult situation. I can’t work out 
what to do.

egzersiz yapmak 
= do physical exercise

• Because he wants to lose weight, Jimmy 
works out at the gym every day.

başarı ile sonuçlanmak 
= end successfully

• I was very nervous at the beginning, but my 
presentation worked out pretty well.

249. wrap up paketlemek = fold paper around

• I haven’t wrapped up her present yet.

• Have you wrapped up the parcels yet?

250. zip up fermuarını çekmek 
 

= close something that has a zipper

• The child zipped up her dress and went to 
play with her friends.

• The sleeping bag on the ground was fully 
zipped up.
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Exercise 1

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

try out turn up turn out wash away

turn away turn down trade in work out

1.  Though I have seen a lot of therapists who _________________ different kinds of therapy, I still 
don’t feel well.

2.  Whenever they show violence on TV, I have to _________________ as it really annoys me.

3.  I was really disappointed when I was _________________ in the job application for health reasons.

4.  Despite the fact that I did not have much time to prepare for it, my speech _________________ 
pretty well.

5.  The reason why so few people _________________ is that the meeting was not sufficiently 
publicized.

6. My father _________________ his old Ford for a 4x4 Land Rover, saying that he would need it for 
work.

7.  Everyone was relieved as the news report about the explosion _________________ to be false.

8.  Residents in three villages have been cut off after three bridges were _________________ by rains.

Exercise 2

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal verbs from the box.

work out use up turn down turn in

zip up turn off wipe out wake up

1.  When I told him that the music was too loud, he pressed the stop button and _________________ 
the music _________________, apologizing.

2.  You should never forget to drink plenty of water if you are _________________ in the gym.

3.  The disease can _________________ whole villages in Western Africa if no measures are taken.

4.  The police have appealed to his family and friends to _________________ the fugitive 
_________________ immediately.

5.  The mother told the kids to _________________ their jackets as it was cold out there.

6.  The baby was still asleep so I decided to go back to sleep until she _________________.

7.  If you had told me that you had _________________ all the toothpaste, I would have bought a new 
one.

8.  I believe I will _________________ the job offer because it involves too much travelling.
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Exercise 3

Underline the correct phrasal verb in each sentence.

1.  We tried on / wrapped up the Christmas presents and put them under the Christmas tree, where 
they would stay until midnight.

2.  Despite the fact that we had prepared hard, unfortunately, the party turned down / turned out to be 
a huge disappointment.

3.  For many bloggers, the novelty soon wears off / works out and their willingness disappears.

4.  You should watch out / wrap up for bears while hiking in the mountain especially in this time of the 
year.

5.  We must be optimistic as we have been in bad situations before and everything has always worked 
out / used up.

6.  People said the boat had turned over / turned off so quickly that there wasn’t time to grab life 
jackets for anyone.

7.  Thinking that they would get lost if they continued, the hikers decided to trade in / turn back.

8.  The rumor that a children’s playground would be turned on / turned into an apartment building 
made everyone angry.

Exercise 4

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct preposition.

in away out into on (x3) off

1. The family that she was working for turned her _________________ to immigration authorities and 
she was deported.

2.  It takes my grandmother forever to find the button to turn the television _________________.

3.  As walking around the museum all day wore us _________________, we decided to go back to the 
hotel.

4.  In a couple of years, the town turned from a small seaside resort _________________ a major 
commercial centre.

5.  It was a gorgeous dress so I decided to try it _________________ for size but it did not fit me.

6.  Please do not turn _________________ the computer; there is an e-mail I need to send right away.

7.  I was the one to tell her to try _________________ for the next season’s auditions and I’m happy 
that she passed. 

8.  We were turned _________________ at the entrance because we forgot our tickets; it was so 
embarrassing. 
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Exercise 5

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct verb in the box.

wear warm wake wind turn watch zip use

1.  You had better _________________ out for thieves round here as it is a bad neighbourhood.

2.  Most patients say that the numbness from the injection _________________ off after about an hour.

3.  Scientists warn us that the Earth’s resources are being _________________ up at an alarming rate.

4.  If George carries on acting like this, he is surely going to _________________ up in prison.

5.  It is true that if you don’t _________________ up before taking exercise, you risk injuring yourself.

6.  My father snores so loudly that he can _________________ himself up in the middle of the night.

7. I had to _________________ down their offer as I had already promised someone else that I would 
go with them. 

8. If she had _________________ up her jacket, she wouldn’t have caught a cold and miss her exam. 

Exercise 6

Choose the synonyms of the phrasal verbs.

1.  try out

 A)  understand B)  search C)  persuade D)  test

2.  turn back

 A)  buy B)  decrease C)  throw D)  return

3. turn down

 A)  write B)  accept C)  refuse D)  listen

4.  use up

 A)  finish B)  begin C)  miss D)  open

5.  wind up

 A)  refuse B)  conclude C)  destroy D)  attend

6.  turn into

 A)  become B)  arrive  C)  produce D)  return
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1. My brother ---- an old shirt of his while 
he was packing up before going on the 
summer holiday.

A)   turned into B)   came across
C)   made up D)   got at
  E)   took apart

2. Although the door is protected with a 
number of locks, the building has been ---- 
three times this year.

A)   crossed out B)   gone through
C)   broken into D)   dropped out
  E)   put across

3. Sandra was a very prosperous young 
woman but hardly anybody had the 
slightest idea about how she ---- the wealth.

A)   came by  B)   gave off
C)   saw to  D)   turned up
  E)   took in

4. Peter ---- the murder he had committed 
when he was a teenager and didn’t suffer a 
long-term guilt.

A)   went down with B)   got away with
C)   cut down on D)   looked back on
  E)   fell out with

5. The strongest male lobster ---- chemical 
signals to scare off weaker ones and attract 
females.

A)   wears out B)   sees off
C)   turns down D)   looks after
  E)   gives off

6. Those who have not ---- the assignments 
must do so before the midterm on Monday.

A)   tried on  B)   taken over
C)   held on  D)   run into
  E)   handed in

7. When one’s blood sugar level drops, his 
brain cannot get enough fuel to function 
properly so he feels tired and confused and 
can ----.

A)   hang up  B)   pass out
C)   call in  D)   take on
  E)   hear of

8. There’s so much information being shared 
on the net all around the world that it’s hard 
to ---- it all.

A)   watch out for B)   carry out with
C)   look down on D)   make up for
  E)   keep up with

9. He loves sailing and travelling very much 
so he is willing to ---- the inconvenience of 
seasickness.

A)   put up with B)   get behind with
C)   fall out with D)   run out of
  E)   make up for

10. We have politely ---- the invitation because 
we don’t want to be misunderstood by our 
business partners.

A)   crossed out B)   pulled down
C)   turned down D)   come about
  E)   put through
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11. My cousin spent a year looking for a job 
after he was ---- as a manager at a plastics 
company in Germany.

A)   kept on  B)   looked up
C)   made out D)   laid off
  E)   given off

12. My grandmother would stay at home and ---- 
the chores around the house when my aunt 
went to work.

A)   go for  B)   see to
C)   blow up  D)   give in
  E)   get at

13. In order to ---- a story you should first 
choose an object; perhaps the first object 
you think of.

A)   make up  B)   look on
C)   check in  D)   fall out
  E)   tell off

14. Fresh chicken ---- very quickly, especially if 
the weather is warm, so should be stored in 
the fridge at home.

A)   sets out  B)   takes after
C)   goes off  D)   backs up
  E)   sees to

15. According to mythology, Rome was 
founded by Romulus, along with his brother 
Remus, who was ---- and fed by a she-wolf.

A)   blown up B)   turned into
C)   heard from D)   taken for
  E)   brought up

16. His attempts to demonstrate evolution by 
an experiment that was ---- for more than 40 
years have completely failed.

A)   kept out  B)   carried on
C)   taken apart D)   made up
  E)   gone for

17. I ---- of university in my first week as I had 
thoughts about joining the military; I then 
went back the next semester and completed 
it.

A)   dropped out B)   turned into
C)   drew back D)   went through
  E)   turned away

18. You need to have a good concept and 
the basic framework of a commercial and 
make sure that your commercial will ---- 
the message you want to transmit to your 
audience.

A)   get across B)   take on
C)   hand out D)   give up
  E)   pay off

19. Some Native Indians joined the Americans, 
but generally they ---- the British as they 
expected the British to win the war thereby 
forcing the Americans to leave their lands.

A)   found out B)   came along
C)   watched out D)   backed up
  E)   showed off

20. I was a bad listener at university and never 
---- the notes carefully and had to borrow 
notes from friends.

A)   wound up  B)   got along
C)   broke out D)   took down
  E)   heard from

T E S T  1
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21. The Berlin Wall was ---- in 1989 and the 
old divisions of the European continent 
gradually disappeared.

A)   put aside B)   brought about
C)   pulled down D)   looked after
  E)   hung up

22. My daughter wants to ---- tennis, but she’s 
been pretty much of a bookworm most of 
her life and not much of an athlete.

A)   take up  B)   see to
C)   run over  D)   look into
  E)   go over

23. The visit was originally scheduled for 
November last year but was ---- due to some 
unforeseen circumstances.

A)   kept on  B)   turned up
C)   handed in D)   put off
  E)   heard from

24. When I was ten years old, I ---- the measles 
and couldn’t go to school for a long time.

A)   watched out for B)   went down with
C)   made up for D)   kept up with
  E)   fell back upon

25. ---- smoking has so many benefits to it, the 
first being the fact that you will certainly 
look younger.

A)   Blowing out B)   Coming off
C)   Giving up D)   Calling for
  E)   Taking down

26. He sold his house and moved into a mobile 
home, got out of the town, and ---- a large 
amount of his money to set up libraries.

A)   took after B)   threw up
C)   let down  D)   found out
  E)   gave away

27. Not only do the environments change, but 
people also change as the time ---- with the 
help of advances in the technology.

A)   blows up B)   goes by
C)   comes to D)   calls in
  E)   sets off

28. ---- a bedridden relative can require a great 
deal of effort, understanding, endurance, 
patience, and love from his caregiver.

A)   Looking after B)   Taking apart
C)   Pulling down D)   Keeping off
  E)   Getting over

29. We have to ---- the projects and decide 
which ones can meet our expectations.

A)   go off  B)   put out
C)   run across D)   break off
  E)   look over

30. The teacher ---- the children after the class 
because they were behaving naughtily 
although the lesson was inspected.

A)   drew up  B)   got by
C)   told off  D)   called in
  E)   took for

T E S T  1
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31. None of the people in charge is willing to 
---- the blame for the more than 400 dead 
people drowned by the flood.

A)   see to  B)   live on
C)   go over  D)   take on
  E)   hear of

32. You shouldn’t get a lightweight lens without 
---- because an optician has to measure 
where your centre of vision is.

A)   winding up B)   setting out
C)   laying off D)   handing in
  E)   trying on

33. Narcotic drug users experience a feeling 
of well being when high and a state of 
depression when the effects ----.

A)   look up  B)   wear off
C)   put out  D)   come by
  E)   drop in

34. The small pine trees, seen covering the 
land, actually reseeded and grew after the 
previous fire ---- their former trees.

A)   came into B)   broke up
C)   carried on D)   wiped out
  E)   got along

35. Some industries request some materials 
which can ---- very high temperatures such 
as 650oC.

A)   come off B)   turn back
C)   run into  D)   give out
  E)   stand for

36. The theory of separation of powers was ---- 
by the French thinker Montesquieu during 
the enlightenment age.

A)   put forward B)   pulled down
C)   taken over D)   made out
  E)   given away

37. A true leader always ---- his associates, 
is not afraid of failures and is able to take 
risks.

A)   takes on  B)   stands by
C)   throws up D)   lets down
  E)   gets over

38. The book is written for dentists, but some 
patients like to ---- the book to get some 
useful information about how to take care 
of their teeth.

A)   put across B)   turn away
C)   give away D)   hear from
  E)   look through

39. Everybody in our neighbourhood envies 
Tommy who ---- a huge fortune from his 
grandfather, but now, he has nothing to 
work for, nothing to pursue as a life goal.

A)   came into B)   dropped in
C)   kept away D)   made out
  E)   looked up

40. When the World War II ---- in 1939, Canada 
was an ocean away from the scene of the 
fighting in Europe but this distance didn’t 
mean that it wouldn’t play a vital role in the 
battle.

A)   made for B)   took apart
C)   let down  D)   broke out
  E)   looked on

T E S T  1
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41. Although the Internet was started there, 
the US can’t seem to ---- other developed 
nations when it comes to giving citizens 
access to high-speed connections.

A)   give in  B)   catch up
C)   drop out  D)   lay off
  E)   get behind

42. My sister and her twin brother have always 
been acting as hostilely as possible 
towards one another. Indeed, nobody has 
seen them ---- well.

A)   get along B)   send for
C)   blow out  D)   drop in
  E)   set off

43. When seminar attendees arrive at the 
convention hall, they must be sure to ---- at 
the registration desk.

A)   point out B)   take down
C)   run into  D)   keep off
  E)   check in

44. The little girl ---- her mother; she adores her 
various beautiful qualities and says that she 
is like an angel in disguise.

A)   cuts down on B)   carries on with
C)   looks up to D)   gets behind with
  E)   looks back on

45. Nearly everyone in our country is a 
Facebook user and anyone who hasn’t ---- it 
yet is prone to be considered to have been 
born on an alien planet.

A)   picked up B)   fell to
C)   heard of  D)   let down
  E)   put out

46. Nearly half of the factory’s mostly male 
workforce enlisted in the military at the 
outbreak of war, but the hiring of women in 
large numbers ---- the loss.

A)   caught up with B)   looked back on
C)   backed out of D)   watched out of
  E)   made up for

47. Though Leonardo da Vinci ---- hundreds 
of years ago, his artwork, ideas, and the 
unsolved mysteries of his art will continue 
to live on into the future.

A)   looked over B)   passed away
C)   brought about D)   watched out
  E)   broke into

48. Although the plane ---- in bad weather, the 
cause of the crash was not immediately 
known.

A)   came by  B)   handed in
C)   took off  D)   kept on
  E)   wore off

49. The police ---- the car because the driver of 
the car looked suspicious but he couldn’t 
catch him as he drove off quickly.

A)   kept up  B)   ran after
C)   got over  D)   fell out
  E)   told off

50. Occasionally a major genetic shift in the 
influenza virus ---- a deadly new virus strain 
to which the human population does not 
have immunity, and then a global pandemic 
outbreak occurs.

A)   makes for B)   shows up
C)   breaks off D)   falls out
  E)   looks on

T E S T  1
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TEST 2

1. After her husband was killed in an 
automobile accident, she ---- the company 
which he had founded in 2012.

A)   got along B)   went off
C)   cut down D)   took over
  E)   turned to

2. I found it strange that when I was in 
Australia, some people couldn’t ---- what I 
was saying, though I always think I have a 
neutral Irish accent.

A)   see off  B)   turn down
C)   look up  D)   break in
  E)   make out

3. In 2019, a trio of escapers managed to ---- of 
the prison but they didn’t manage to get off 
the Island and were captured a few days 
later.

A)   take for  B)   break out
C)   keep away D)   call for
  E)   run after

4. Homework isn’t pointless because you can 
---- what you have learned and the more you 
do it, the more you know it.

A)   wear off  B)   get by
C)   put out  D)   turn down
  E)   go over

5. You don’t need to ---- help every time as this 
article on computer problems and solutions 
will help you get acquainted to the various 
methods to fix common computer problems 
yourself.

A)   call in  B)   hear of
C)   lay off  D)   see to
  E)   go up

6. Panama remained a part of Colombia until 
1903, when it ---- with the support of the 
United States.

A)   broke away B)   got across
C)   put through D)   heard about
  E)   checked out

7. Being able to ---- others is what gives any 
one of us self-confidence and the power to 
move forward.

A)   break off B)   count on
C)   draw up  D)   fall to
  E)   get behind

8. Mr Rogers started to ---- his instalments, 
but subsequently ran into difficulties with 
money; in August 1987, he sold his cars 
and houses off.

A)   make for B)   pay off
C)   turn out  D)   stand for
  E)   look back

9. The new European parliament today ---- to 
business as it elected a new president for 
the next five years.

A)   held up  B)   kept off
C)   got down D)   took up
  E)   stood for

10. A person should ---- some part of the day 
for the care of his body; he should always 
make sure that he gets enough exercise 
especially before a meal.

A)   break into B)   go through
C)   take for  D)   put aside
  E)   turn away
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11. It has always been recommended that 
people should choose extra harddisks 
because files such as these ---- too much 
space.

A)   carry on  B)   send for
C)   take up  D)   come out
  E)   pass away

12. After teaching at schools and even ---- his 
own language school, which has closed 
recently, he went on teaching English at 
Tokyo University of Foreign Studies.

A)   setting up B)   pointing out
C)   sending for D)   dropping in
  E)   falling out

13. In order to get over a heart-break, you 
should get engrossed in new things, and try 
not to ---- the past.

A)   catch up with B)   come down with
C)   run out of D)   look back on
  E)   cut down on

14. Fake jeans are totally the same as the 
authentic and expensive ones and it is 
really hard to ---- the difference between 
them.

A)   hear from B)   figure out
C)   hang up  D)   look for
  E)   put across

15. Dogs ---- everything that moves, that’s from 
excitement and the sense of competition. 
Also, that’s because of a natural hunter 
instinct.

A)   run after  B)   hold on
C)   turn up  D)   give off
  E)   put out

16. If your students ---- a word they don’t know, 
rather than simply tell them, get them to 
find out for themselves what it means.

A)   go ahead B)   hand over
C)   pull through D)   take apart
  E)   come across

17. Eating an abundant amount of oranges 
reduces cold symptoms and helps you ---- 
illnesses more quickly.

A)   get over  B)   look on
C)   pass out D)   keep up
  E)   cut down

18. She should have kept her movie career 
going but ---- many good films for this 
reason or that and eventually movie makers 
just stopped coming for her.

A)   looked for B)   broke into
C)   caught on D)   turned down
  E)   brought up

19. If your kid ---- someone on television as a 
role-model, it means you have already failed 
as a parent.

A)   keeps away from B)   gets away with
C)   looks up to D)   gets down to
  E)   makes up for

20. Echidna are one of the two egg laying 
mammals native to Australia and they ---- 
ants, which they dig out with their powerful 
claws.

A)   give in  B)   hand out
C)   keep off  D)   point out
  E)   live on
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21. Manufacturing activity ---- expanding in 
almost all districts, with relatively strong 
growth seen in metal fabrication and the 
automotive industries.

A)   gave in  B)   kept on
C)   run into  D)   blew up
  E)   came to

22. She was so wrapped up in herself that 
she couldn’t ---- what was happening to 
everyone around her.

A)   take in  B)   give out
C)   look up  D)   make for
  E)   pay off

23. He ---- his books from the floor, turned and 
tiptoed out the door very quietly in order 
not to wake his sister up.

A)   took after B)   picked up
C)   kept out  D)   heard of
  E)   broke up

24. I’ve ---- the volume on my phone but it still 
doesn’t make a sound when people call or 
send short messages to me.

A)   carried out B)   fallen through
C)   got behind D)   turned up
  E)   gone off

25. Unripe strawberries may need to be ---- of 
the fridge for a few days to develop a little 
more colour.

A)   looked for B)   hung up
C)   run into  D)   come at
  E)   kept out

26. When Thomas realised he had forgotten his 
briefcase at the office, he had to leave the 
house to ---- there.

A)   let down  B)   hand out
C)   turn back D)   figure out
  E)   come into

27. As we came to the end of our Italian tour, 
we were ---- going to France because they 
have a good reputation for their cooking.

A)   going down with 
B)   looking forward to
C)   carrying on with 
D)   getting down to
E)   falling behind with

28. The new video game has ---- the barriers of 
simulations of daily life and continues with 
each new expansion pack created.

A)   broken through B)   turned down
C)   caught on D)   come across
  E)   shown off

29. We started dinner at around half past six 
and didn’t ---- home until ten o’clock which 
made my father very angry.

A)   get back  B)   put aside
C)   fall out  D)   turn away
  E)   try out

30. He was of the opinion that he had ---- his 
parents in some way by not being as 
competent, decisive, and independent as 
they expected him to be.

A)   got over  B)   called off
C)   let down  D)   tried on
  E)   taken out
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31. Our term project was to make a 
presentation but we weren’t able to ---- our 
ideas properly and correctly as they were 
incoherent.

A)   come into B)   go ahead
C)   carry out D)   put across
  E)   take down

32. If you want to learn English well, you should 
---- lots of words, and a paper dictionary 
may discourage you from that so you can 
use an online one.

A)   see to  B)   get over
C)   break up D)   give in
  E)   look up

33. The males of the species compete for the 
females’ attention by ---- their brightly 
coloured plumage.

A)   making out B)   showing off
C)   letting down D)   breaking up
  E)   sending for

34. Almost all students ---- their assignments 
on time and in the few cases where 
extensions were requested, they were all 
reasonable so the instructor adjusted dates.

A)   kept up  B)   stood for
C)   put out  D)   gave in
  E)   held on

35. If you ---- an old friend that you haven’t kept 
contact with, it can be awkward because 
there might be a reason you both lost 
touch.

A)   run into  B)   give away
C)   back up  D)   run over
  E)   keep away

36. A financial accountant is ---- the 
responsibility to assess financial conditions 
which would help companies determine 
further steps in investments.

A)   blown out B)   taken after
C)   handed over D)   pulled down
  E)   worn out

37. We will ---- of water by draining all our 
aquatic resources and the global food 
supply will diminish in nearly two centuries.

A)   call in  B)   throw up
C)   stand by D)   give off
  E)   run out

38. When the robber was caught red handed, 
he was ---- to the police patrol squad 
immediately.

A)   turned over B)   kept away
C)   worn off  D)   found out
  E)   got across

39. Her shoes were ---- so I gave her a pair of 
your shoes which you hadn’t worn as they 
were out of style.

A)   caught up B)   taken on
C)   worn out D)   kept off
  E)   gone ahead

40. Although the Japanese occupying troops 
---- crackers and biscuits on their arrival, 
the manner of giving reveals a different 
attitude.

A)   blew up  B)   checked in
C)   gave out D)   got across
  E)   came along
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41. I ---- some necessary information in the 
form to cover the confidential info of mine 
but I assured the pollster that all other 
things I wrote were real.

A)   lived on  B)   took for
C)   broke away D)   crossed out
  E)   showed up

42. Yesterday I opened the front door of the 
house vigorously, and the handle ---- in my 
hand.

A)   broke into B)   came off
C)   went to  D)   set out
  E)   sent for

43. Obama promised during his election 
campaign that he will ---- the troops 
from Iraq and will deploy more troops to 
Afghanistan.

A)   draw back B)   come into
C)   figure out D)   give away
  E)   stand for

44. Rivers ---- when the amount of water in 
them exceeds the flow capacity of the river 
channel.

A)   turn up  B)   get along
C)   fall behind D)   run over
  E)   come before

45. I was extremely distressed and sad over the 
last weekend and my hair ---- at a greater 
rate than usual.

A)   fell out  B)   took off
C)   ran across D)   put forward
  E)   looked on

46. Jason’s family members have not ---- him 
since he left the country without giving a 
proper excuse to do so and now they are 
terribly concerned about his life.

A)   taken for B)   put off
C)   heard from D)   got over
  E)   made up

47. After your home security system has 
been installed , you are likely to ---- some 
problems for a while .

A)   take for  B)   run across
C)   break out D)   blow up
  E)   pull down

48. The police just ---- as the demonstrators 
marched peacefully through the streets and 
there weren’t any violent attacks.

A)   drew back B)   came off
C)   picked up D)   broke away
  E)   looked on

49. If you ---- regular maintenance, your 
equipment should last a long time and 
continue to be effective.

A)   set out  B)   take off
C)   look after D)   keep up
  E)   check out

50. Daniel didn’t do well in mining job and ---- 
his skills as a tailor to make a living.

A)   came up with B)   fell back on
C)   made up for D)   got behind with
  E)   run out of
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TEST 3

1. She has seldom failed in her exams or 
---- her classmates; on the contrary, her 
test results have always been satisfactory 
because of her hard work.

A)   gone for  B)   heard from
C)   come about D)   fallen behind
  E)   watched out

2. My sister would practice her speech on her 
close friends and our family until she was 
able to ---- it without an extreme amount of 
anxiety.

A)   pass away B)   take after
C)   get through D)   come across
  E)   check out

3. We have to ---- early tomorrow in order to 
be in London before noon. I am planning to 
come back in the evening.

A)   keep off  B)   set out
C)   break in  D)   tell off
  E)   look on

4. It’s one of those amazing facts of nature 
that ugly little, bristly caterpillars ---- 
beautiful butterflies, but only if the climate 
is right for them.

A)   turn into  B)   pull down
C)   hear about D)   pass out
  E)   come along

5. The President has ---- the resignation of 
the communications minister for allegedly 
giving false information to the parliament.

A)   took after B)   kept off
C)   dropped out D)   called for
  E)   got away

6. Ronald and Ginny ---- over the decision to 
buy a new house before the wedding and 
did not speak to one another for some time.

A)   fell out  B)   took on
C)   told off  D)   made for
  E)   got away

7. By forcing yourself to go beyond past 
solutions to your problem, you are more 
likely to ---- a new solution that works.

A)   stand out for B)   come down with
C)   cut down on D)   fall out with
  E)   come up with

8. A severe snowstorm ---- while we were 
watching a horror movie in the theatre 
and we were afraid to go out when the film 
ended.

A)   let down  B)   looked on
C)   run into  D)   put off
  E)   blew up

9. Sometimes, ---- an experiment can be slow, 
costly, or logistically difficult; in such 
cases, a probability model can be used by 
the researchers.

A)   seeing to B)   turning away
C)   carrying out D)   breaking up
  E)   getting behind

10. When the accident ----, the car was 
speeding down the deserted highway; the 
driver fell asleep at the wheel and drove 
straight into a tree.

A)   ran into   B)   came about
C)   handed over D)   dropped out
  E)   broke through
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11. Even though as many as three hundred 
climbers ---- for the summit of Mont Blanc 
on a good day, it is not as easy as some 
might claim.

A)   carry out B)   cut down
C)   set off  D)   cross out
  E)   kept off

12. The meeting had to be ---- due to the fact 
that not enough board members could 
attend.

A)   put out  B)   sent for
C)   given away D)   called off
  E)   looked on

13. Before the introduction of antibiotics, one-
third of the people that ---- pneumonia died; 
however, it is still the sixth-leading cause of 
death in the US.

A)   came down with B)   carried out with
C)   looked forward to D)   caught up with
  E)   kept away from

14. The project designer, a qualified 
professional, ---- with the project without 
obtaining the relevant planning permissions 
from the municipality.

A)   got over  B)   went ahead
C)   turned away D)   brought about
  E)   found out

15. Though the exact origin and significance 
of the ritual of ---- candles is unknown, the 
history of placing candles on top of the 
cake is well documented.

A)   turning out B)   looking back
C)   blowing out D)   going for
  E)   hanging up

16. Most women will ---- a period of emotional 
adjustment to the changes that are 
occurring in their body during pregnancy.

A)   look after B)   make for
C)   put aside D)   go through
  E)   take apart

17. After making an introduction, the teacher 
---- the worksheets to supply her students 
with more examples about the subject.

A)   looked into B)   pointed out
C)   kept off  D)   heard about
  E)   handed out

18. The only strategy to shield our liver and 
preserve it healthy is by ---- the intake of 
unhealthy food.

A)   keeping off B)   pulling down
C)   taking for D)   winding up
  E)   showing off

19. An Egyptian professor who was invited to a 
conference claims she was ---- by security 
personnel at the airport because of her 
ethnicity.

A)   got down to B)   carried on with
C)   made up for D)   looked down on
  E)   cut down on

20. After Jane had a bad row with her boyfriend 
she took a deep breath to ---- herself and 
opened the car door to go out.

A)   figure out B)   put forward
C)   wear off  D)   pull through
  E)   drop out
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21. I sometimes can’t understand people who 
---- pop music as its lyrics don’t make any 
sense most of the time.

A)   set off  B)   go for
C)   get by  D)   fall to
  E)   let down

22. As the building was being ----, it clipped the 
roof of a neighbouring building, causing 
minor damage.

A)   passed out B)   handed over
C)   brought up D)   called off
  E)   pulled down

23. Internet banking has become a convenient 
way for consumers to do their banking 
without the hassle of standing in line and 
---- the phone.

A)   making out B)   holding on
C)   winding up D)   telling off
  E)   getting at

24. Enya’s music is widely played; you must 
have heard it in shops, in lifts and in bars 
so far and even while you are waiting to be 
---- on the telephone.

A)   broken away B)   got down
C)   put through D)   turned into
  E)   put aside

25. The convict’s contradictory testimony ---- 
that he was not telling the truth about where 
he was and what he was doing when the 
victim was murdered.

A)   gave away B)   set up
C)   wound up D)   made for
  E)   came about

26. An icebreaker boat sank because a fire 
started inside it and the fire couldn’t be 
---- because the alarms weren’t working 
properly.

A)   broken up B)   put out
C)   turned out D)   tried on
  E)   taken in

27. Dogs know that they only need to ---- to 
remove the foreign objects from their 
stomach.

A)   pass away B)   catch up
C)   take on  D)   check out
  E)   throw up

28. The Prime Minister of the country has ---- 
all the criticism made about the way of his 
dealing with foreign affairs.

A)   given off  B)   gone over
C)   taken for D)   turned away
  E)   got across

29. When I saw the man lying on the pavement 
I ---- an ambulance and waited by his side 
until it arrives.

A)   ran over  B)   took apart
C)   sent for  D)   kept up
  E)   broke away

30. Whether you choose to hire a computer 
technician or ---- a way to fix the error on 
your own, the choice is up to you but you 
should be ready to face the consequences.

A)   take after B)   turn into
C)   give away D)   pay off
  E)   look for
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31. I hadn’t seen my ex-girlfriend for months, 
and all of a sudden, she ---- at my workplace 
the other day.

A)   looked into B)   called for
C)   found out D)   showed up
  E)   carried out

32. My best friend faints all the time when she 
feels stressed but she always ---- after a few 
minutes.

A)   goes over B)   goes by
C)   takes in  D)   comes to
  E)   holds on

33. At the beginning of this month there were a 
number of demonstrations in Sudan and the 
police ---- them using tear gas.

A)   broke up B)   heard of
C)   shown off D)   backed up
  E)   found out

34. Temperatures slipping to near or slightly 
below freezing this morning could cause 
icy spots on untreated road surfaces so the 
drivers must ---- for them.

A)   watch out B)   get across
C)   put away D)   turn into
  E)   call for

35. One of my teachers ---- a chair and sat 
down opposite to me to ask how my exams 
were going.

A)   came by  B)   drew up
C)   set off  D)   called in
  E)   looked up

36. I ---- the office yesterday and they were 
certainly busier than I had seen them for 
ages.

A)   brought up B)   took apart
C)   came into D)   made out
  E)   dropped in

37. The earthquake ---- a series of devastating 
tsunamis along the Indian Ocean coastline, 
claiming the lives of a great number of 
people in fourteen countries.

A)   put forward B)   called back
C)   looked through D)   came before
  E)   brought about

38. After the holiday, my cousins living in 
Germany ---- with us to İstanbul to watch 
lots of live concerts and check out the 
music shops.

A)   fell through B)   backed up
C)   came along D)   wore out
  E)   put across

39. A friend of mine ---- her engagement last 
September, just one week before her 
wedding .

A)   got along B)   wound up
C)   called for D)   broke off
  E)   looked on

40. Sally asked me to ---- her name from the 
expedition list because she had to go to her 
hometown for two weeks.

A)   cross out B)   make up
C)   get at  D)   turn into
  E)   give off
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41. Aggressive dogs must be ---- of reach of 
other dogs and people, until they become 
more friendly with behaviour therapy, if 
necessary.

A)   taken in  B)   put out
C)   brought up D)   kept out
  E)   handed in

42. I had an extremely fortunate start to run my 
own business and was able to ---- the loan 
within the first six months, having thought 
that it might take years.

A)   look for  B)   pay off
C)   fall out  D)   give up
  E)   come off

43. About 15 years ago I stopped eating red 
meat products, and then eventually ---- 
consuming chicken due to their growth 
hormones and antibiotics.

A)   put through B)   gave up
C)   stood for D)   hang up
  E)   caught up

44. Convinced that he should be making 
movies, Michael ---- from school in his 
senior year and moved to New York to 
pursue screenwriting.

A)   turned up B)   sent for
C)   went by  D)   dropped out
  E)   brought about

45. I bought a stain remover product and used 
it following the instructions but the stain on 
my favourite dress didn’t ----.

A)   go through B)   take in
C)   bring about D)   keep up
  E)   come off

46. A female cyclist miraculously escaped with 
no serious injuries after having her body ---- 
by a vehicle.

A)   set out  B)   worn off
C)   run over  D)   taken in
  E)   let down

47. There are personal challenges to overcome 
before we can ---- the success and the 
rewards that we are working to achieve.

A)   come at  B)   check in
C)   keep out D)   blow up
  E)   give off

48. Children may have fake illnesses and ---- 
excuses to avoid going to school; in this 
case parents must find a solution to this 
problem when repeated often.

A)   turn into  B)   make up
C)   break out D)   set off
  E)   take for

49. They ---- the whole machine but couldn’t 
figure out what the problem was and they 
had to call the repairman.

A)   passed away B)   got over
C)   came into D)   took apart
  E)   made up

50. I ---- the articles but couldn’t see anything 
that would help me write my essay about 
the habits and traditions of Britons.

A)   ran out  B)   drew up
C)   ran over  D)   stood for
  E)   looked through
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TEST 4

1. You shouldn’t ---- on a customer whatever 
the problem is. You should be patient and 
kind.

A)   go ahead B)   take down
C)   wind up  D)   hang up
  E)   send for

2. The deeper the agent ---- the theft, the more 
connections he found to other crimes so 
the investigation was widened.

A)   laid off  B)   got through
C)   got across D)   came about
  E)   looked into

3. As it is ---- in the essay, understanding 
human nature is essential for political, 
economic, and social institutions.

A)   heard about B)   looked up
C)   turned out D)   pointed out
  E)   taken after

4. The venture of Tokyo Disneyland ---- to be a 
failure, earning more debts for the company 
than actual profits.

A)   turned out B)   kept on
C)   checked out D)   got behind
  E)   came before

5. At the airport, a group of people attacked 
the officers and let the prisoner ---- though 
handcuffs were on him.

A)   look over B)   run away
C)   find out  D)   cut down
  E)   get behind

6. All material taken out of the library must be 
---- at the circulation desk and all borrowed 
material must be returned to the same 
place.

A)   put aside B)   turned over
C)   checked out D)   heard from
  E)   gone ahead

7. If you want to lose weight, you should eat 
lots of fruits and vegetables, grains and 
cereals and ---- on the fat intake.

A)   break away B)   call off
C)   pull down D)   look into
  E)   cut down

8. Much as no concrete progress was made, 
both sides ---- from the meeting with a 
better understanding of issues dealt with.

A)   fell through B)   got along
C)   came away D)   ran across
  E)   gave off

9. In a research conducted by a group of 
experts, it has been ---- that blood vessels 
of the older men are more constricted than 
their younger counterparts.

A)   broken off B)   found out
C)   taken over D)   given away
  E)   carried out

10. Looking at the portrait of Prince Harry, one 
can notice how closely he ---- his father, 
Prince Charles.

A)   gets over B)   keeps out
C)   makes out D)   pays off
  E)   takes after
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11. My boyfriend had a heart surgery and 
stayed in the hospital all term long thereby 
---- in his studies.

A)   getting behind B)   coming about
C)   putting forward D)   crossing out
  E)   bringing about

12. Without the help of anybody, she was able 
to ---- on her own when she studied at the 
university.

A)   call in  B)   come to
C)   back up  D)   get by
  E)   go off

13. I hadn’t ---- the onion therapy until my 
doctor told me to cut onions and place 
them in my house, especially in the room of 
a sick person, which can help him get well.

A)   watched out B)   got along
C)   heard about D)   drawn back
  E)   got away

14. I love the way he can show people 
how good he is through his hard work, 
determination, and dedication to his work 
but he needn’t prove himself by ----.

A)   showing off B)   taking on
C)   putting out D)   getting over
  E)   handing out

15. It is true that social life ---- school work 
however this doesn’t mean that the latter 
is far less important than the former; the 
question is walking on a thin line between 
them.

A)   looks over B)   comes before
C)   puts across D)   falls through
  E)   breaks into

16. The committee received no response from 
the manager, and the silence was ---- his 
approval.

A)   kept off  B)   looked on
C)   taken for D)   made up
  E)   gone for

17. The smuggler should just be happy that 
he is not going to ---- in jail for his various 
crimes.

A)   give out  B)   lay off
C)   look for  D)   pass out
  E)   wind up

18. Kendra was late to the meeting as she was 
---- in traffic. There was an accident on high 
way.

A)   held up  B)   tried on
C)   brought up D)   fallen to
  E)   dropped in

19. I was recently given the opportunity to 
make a presentation at a college but the 
trip ---- at the last minute due to the lack of 
funding from the host university.

A)   drew up  B)   carried out
C)   found out D)   fell through
  E)   came by

20. While I was trying to do some maintenance 
work, I could see the oil filter under the van 
but couldn’t ---- it no matter what I did.

A)   blow up  B)   get at
C)   keep on  D)   set up
  E)   go by
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21. Neville ---- the work with enthusiasm but 
whenever he was certain that he had found 
an executable plan, new problems arose 
and he began to have doubts.

A)   dropped in B)   gave up
C)   came off D)   fell to
  E)   dropped out

22. Medicine is a field of practice that ---- a 
great deal of responsibility, in addition to a 
desire to help others.

A)   makes up B)   calls for
C)   gets up  D)   checks in
  E)   keeps out

23. The burglars are said to have ---- the bank’s 
basement and entered the vault through a 
hole in the wall.

A)   broken into B)   dropped out
C)   got along D)   come across
  E)   taken over

24. I’m looking for a new and a well-paid job 
these days as my family can’t ---- on what I 
earn.

A)   bring about B)   come off
C)   get by  D)   fall behind
  E)   carry out

25. The troops were ---- gradually, but without 
haste or confusion, with no enemy 
following.

A)   gone over B)   kept off
C)   picked up D)   drawn back
  E)   taken after

26. When the newly appointed head-inspector 
saw the impossible conditions, he most 
willingly ---- all the responsibility to his 
assistant.

A)   handed over B)   looked after
C)   put aside D)   pointed out
  E)   turned back

27. On the day I ---- the office work, there was a 
new kid working as the office boy.

A)   made up for B)   looked down on
C)   went down with D)   put up with
  E)   got down to

28. A smoking ban was ---- by the Scottish 
Executive last week, which received some 
criticism.

A)   kept off  B)   put forward
C)   gone ahead D)   handed out
  E)   passed away

29. Many wrongfully believe that ---- orchids 
is very difficult thus only people who can 
afford can enjoy this beautiful delicate 
flower.

A)   handed over B)   giving away
C)   passed out D)   pulling down
  E)   looking after

30. When both my sons ---- the flu, they laid 
on the couch and we served up shows 
for them to watch while they were getting 
better.

A)   looked back on B)   made up for
C)   went down with D)   watched out for
  E)   fell behind with
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31. When I got out of the house I realized one 
of the tyres of my car was flat so I got a 
hand pump and ---- the tyre, which made me 
arrive work later than the usual.

A)   got along B)   blew up
C)   crossed out D)   dropped in
  E)   brought up

32. The First World War was ---- by the 
assassination of the Serbian nationalist 
Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria.

A)   brought about B)   come off
C)   got across D)   come along
  E)   taken after

33. Eggs ---- quickly because bacteria are 
growing inside them, so keeping them cool 
will prevent the bacteria from growing just 
as it does for milk and meat.

A)   look on  B)   pay off
C)   go off  D)   run over
  E)   wind up

34. The famous singer was surrounded by 
reporters, who ---- every word she spoke as 
if it had been of huge importance.

A)   got through B)   handed over
C)   passed away D)   heard about
  E)   took down

35. A good scientist always ---- a way to prove 
whether a hypothesis is correct or incorrect 
based on the data available.

A)   runs into B)   puts aside
C)   gets over D)   looks for
  E)   paid off

36. All theory is ---- in detail on a research 
paper and backed up with numerous 
worked examples.

A)   kept off  B)   pointed out
C)   gone up  D)   taken off
  E)   worn out

37. Isaac went back to school, though there 
was no compulsory attendance, because he 
thought he needed to ---- his colleagues.

A)   go down with B)   look back on
C)   keep up with D)   watch out for
  E)   carry on with

38. Poets ---- their ideas and feelings with the 
help of rhymes in a very different way when 
compared to short story writers or authors.

A)   put across B)   look after
C)   go through D)   turn over
  E)   wear off

39. Jack went abroad with his friends using 
interrail pass however nobody knows his 
whereabouts or has ---- him lately.

A)   got through B)   turned back
C)   heard from D)   broken into
  E)   fallen out

40. Negligence is the failure to exercise due 
care when ---- a duty or subjecting another 
to a risk that causes harm.

A)   getting across B)   coming about
C)   bringing up D)   cutting down
  E)   carrying out
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41. My cousin is ---- the gold medal at the 
international tennis championships. We are 
proud of her.

A)   hearing of B)   paying off
C)   going for D)   passing out
  E)   showing off

42. The trial was ---- because statements 
required by the defence attorneys were not 
ready.

A)   got by  B)   put off
C)   kept on  D)   looked up
  E)   given up

43. As the time ----, she grows into a young 
woman before my eyes and I can’t help 
admiring her beauty.

A)   hangs up B)   gives in
C)   falls to  D)   goes by
  E)   sets off

44. I ---- the reports one by one last night and 
unfortunately was unable to catch a glimpse 
of a piece of information that might be of 
help.

A)   looked into B)   gave away
C)   took for  D)   went through
  E)   turned over

45. Jason has done a lot of different things 
over the years, but there probably aren’t 
many that he ---- and regrets more than his 
marriage to that woman.

A)   gets down to
B)   looks back on
C)   watches out for
D)   comes down with
E)   carries on with

46. Lily felt quite certain that her brother would 
---- her no matter what happened, but in the 
end he didn’t.

A)   hear of  B)   keep out
C)   run away D)   hand in
  E)   stand by

47. Some plants ---- a distinctive odour, which 
serves an important function in plant 
reproduction.

A)   get through B)   pull down
C)   give off  D)   draw up
  E)   cross out

48. James who had worked for a manufacturing 
plant was ---- because of lack of production 
jobs.

A)   laid off  B)   backed up
C)   come by D)   got at
  E)   kept on

49. I have ---- the plan carefully, but have 
not had time to consider it sufficiently to 
pronounce a positive judgement.

A)   put across B)   taken down
C)   looked over D)   picked up
  E)   worn out

50. People who do not have power over their 
own selfish desires, feel the lack within 
themselves, which they try to satisfy by ---- 
power over other people.

A)   handing over B)   winding up
C)   figuring out D)   calling for
  E)   coming by
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TEST 5

1. My seven-year-old daughter has just ---- 
the chicken pox and returned to school on 
Monday.

A)   kept on  B)   made for
C)   got over  D)   paid off
  E)   picked up

2. On September 17, 1796, G. Washington 
peacefully ---- the power of the presidency 
to John Adams.

A)   sent for  B)   put through
C)   took apart D)   looked after
  E)   turned over

3. Internationally known pop singer Britney 
Spears has said she is ---- having a big 
concert in India, a country she loves for its 
wonderful people and food.

A)   keeping up with B)   getting down to
C)   watching out for D)   catching up with
  E)   looking forward to

4. You can ---- a chocolate bar or two into 
small pieces and mix that in the dough of a 
cake so it’s like chocolate dropped cake.

A)   break up B)   take off
C)   pass away D)   go ahead
  E)   take after

5. If you would like to apply for one of our 
scholarships, please ---- the application 
form with other documents of your 
application for the program.

A)   put off  B)   throw up
C)   try on  D)   hand in
  E)   wind up

6. I have seen cases where people are dying 
on the ground and people just ---- without 
trying to give aid.

A)   lay off  B)   look on
C)   get over  D)   go off
  E)   turn out

7. Herbivores are adapted to ---- plants by 
having teeth that can grind leaves up into 
small pieces so that they can be more 
easily digested.

A)   give in  B)   run away
C)   turned up D)   live on
  E)   set up

8. Skin cancer foundation recognises value of 
vitamin D but still advises us to ---- of the 
sun.

A)   lay off  B)   look over
C)   make for D)   hear from
  E)   keep out

9. When the boss yelled at her, Clara finally 
---- her report about the recent retails of the 
company.

A)   looked up B)   told off
C)   gave in  D)   called for
  E)   picked up

10. Recent mild weather had made snow 
conditions slippery so John ---- a tree while 
driving.

A)   run into  B)   let down
C)   kept off  D)   gave up
  E)   passed out
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11. I hate going shopping with Mary as her 
being unable to buy something without ---- 
them first drives me crazy.

A)   dropped in B)   trying on
C)   falling out D)   checking in
  E)   breaking up

12. Some children are more prone to tooth 
decay than others so I’m afraid of ---- 
candies is a really bad idea.

A)   looking for B)   putting off
C)   throwing up D)   giving out
  E)   going over

13. George was the son of a school teacher 
and a barber who both ---- extra shifts at the 
local hospital to make ends meet.

A)   let down  B)   came to
C)   carried out D)   backed up
  E)   took on

14. When I ---- the exam papers last week I 
was gladly surprised to see how much the 
subject means to my students.

A)   looked up B)   passed out
C)   took down D)   went over
  E)   lived on

15. It has been ---- that the germs that create 
the disease do not move from one person 
to the other.

A)   got behind B)   found out
C)   backed up D)   fallen to
  E)   crossed out

16. ---- the consumption of salt is very 
important because it is an active ingredient 
in water retention of the body.

A)   Blowing up B)   Getting away
C)   Handing out D)   Looking into
  E)   Cutting down

17. The power plant to be built in Akkuyu was 
first planned in the 1970s; however, the 
project ---- for financial reasons.

A)   came along B)   drew up
C)   fell through D)   took down
  E)   handed out

18. China’s economic scale is likely to ---- the 
USA by 2030 and it is about to become one 
of the powerful countries.

A)   get down to B)   go down with
C)   catch up with D)   look forward to
  E)   carry on with

19. A doctor who was on the plane helped her 
and the passenger ---- a few minutes after 
she fainted.

A)   backed up B)   got by
C)   broke up D)   found out
  E)   came to

20. Spanish flights were ---- when air traffic 
controllers went on strike on Friday. There 
was a huge crowd at the airport.

A)   called off B)   dropped in
C)   gone through D)   turned over
  E)   wiped out
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21. Not to ---- her parents who have been 
following her university progress, my sister 
is studying really hard.

A)   put forward B)   let down
C)   take after D)   wear out
  E)   set out

22. Albert Einstein ---- in 1955, and the scientific 
community suffered a great loss that day. 
He contributed a lot to the humanity.

A)   heard about B)   pulled down
C)   took after D)   passed away
  E)   stood for

23. The convict ---- from the guardians as he 
was being escorted from the courthouse. 
He hasn’t been found yet.

A)   dropped in B)   got across
C)   broke away D)   came into
  E)   looked for

24. Early in history, a violent volcanic eruption 
---- one of the most impressive natural 
wonders in America: the Mount of Mazama.

A)   gave off  B)   run away
C)   wore out D)   made for
  E)   handed in

25. Students were ---- exam papers with 
answers attached to the back during a 
geography exam last month, which was a 
huge scandal.

A)   handed out B)   taken over
C)   wound up D)   wiped out
  E)   blown up

26. Peter ---- his friends, and later lied to police 
about the murder they committed during the 
investigation.

A)   dropped in B)   backed up
C)   came by D)   called off
  E)   broke up

27. The boss ---- the manager and assured 
him of a 20 per cent increase in his wage 
provided he completed his work on time.

A)   cut down B)   found out
C)   got away D)   carried on
  E)   called in

28. I finally ---- the problem which my modem 
had after I formatted my personal computer. 
Everything is okay now.

A)   checked in B)   blew out
C)   brought up D)   came away
  E)   figured out

29. The president used extremely short 
sentences and simple but vivid words to ---- 
his ideas.

A)   bring up  B)   draw back
C)   cut down D)   get across
  E)   drop in

30. If you are faxing or mailing your curriculum 
vitae, make sure that the cover letter ---- the 
resume.

A)   breaks away B)   brings about
C)   gets along D)   comes before
  E)   looks over
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31. Pirates in Somali are able to ---- with the 
crimes because of the lack of government 
and overall lawlessness in the country.

A)   come off B)   blow out
C)   get away D)   check in
  E)   run after

32. Police say the driver lost control of the car 
after a tyre ----, causing the station wagon 
to roll onto its side.

A)   blew out  B)   cut down
C)   came into D)   laid off
  E)   went ahead

33. Recurrent ----, such as observed in bulimia 
nervosa, may lead to destruction of the 
tooth enamel due to the acidity of the vomit.

A)   running away B)   throwing up
C)   putting aside D)   taking apart
  E)   getting over

34. When the woman saw her old mother lying 
on the floor, she ---- the phone and called 
the emergency service at once.

A)   took apart B)   told off
C)   ran over  D)   fell out
  E)   picked up

35. When reading to learn more new words, you 
should ---- the words in the dictionary as 
frequently as possible.

A)   hand in   B)   give off
C)   run into  D)   look up
  E)   wear out

36. As a tradition, you should ---- your shoes 
unless your host asks you to keep them on.

A)   turn back B)   run after
C)   call for  D)   take off
  E)   find out

37. In a normal week, I would come home early 
in the evenings but when we really ---- with 
the work, it meant working all night long.

A)   came down B)   broke off
C)   took over D)   looked up
  E)   got behind

38. This substance ---- liquid form only under 
high air pressure. Therefore, you don’t need 
to get worried.

A)   lives on   B)   sends for
C)   runs across D)   breaks away
  E)   turns into

39. While the hospital was under construction, 
a temporary tent hospital was ---- by the US 
Army in the north of the hospital.

A)   set up  B)   carried out
C)   got across D)   called off
  E)   blown out

40. Mr Potter ---- the business relation with the 
other company very promptly and angrily 
and has continued to be in bad terms with 
them since then.

A)   dropped in B)   fell to
C)   broke off D)   backed up
  E)   looked for
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41. It is easy to ---- others; however the real 
difficulty is to despise ourselves in the first 
place.

A)   get down to B)   look down on
C)   go down with D)   watch out for
  E)   keep up with

42. Every time a thinker ---- his eyes from the 
sufferings of the people, he pollutes his 
own consciousness.

A)   puts aside B)   shows off
C)   winds up D)   goes over
  E)   turns away

43. A schoolgirl who is believed to have ---- 
with a man she met on the Internet has 
been found safe and well in a small town.

A)   looked up B)   handed in
C)   called for D)   run away
  E)   fallen out

44. If you find it extremely difficult or 
impossible to ---- with a new idea for 
business then stop torturing your brain and 
try calming down.

A)   find out  B)   come up
C)   carry out D)   get along
  E)   stand by

45. My sister ---- a contract for herself to make 
some positive changes in her life. However, 
I don’t think she will stick to her program.

A)   called in  B)   got out
C)   came off D)   drew up
  E)   made for

46. When people ---- the assassination of 
Kennedy deeply, they understood that the 
official explanation was nothing more than 
a lie.

A)   run across B)   turned away
C)   looked into D)   turned out
  E)   heard from

47. I have ---- the subject of pay rise to my 
manager; however, he has done nothing 
about it yet.

A)   brought up B)   come into
C)   told off  D)   pulled down
  E)   went over

48. No one in the business would normally ---- a 
call to a colleague, senior or junior, without 
first asking who is calling.

A)   keep out B)   hear about
C)   turn away D)   check in
  E)   put through

49. During the financial crisis, many people had 
really tough times as they had no money to 
----.

A)   catch up with B)   look forward to
C)   come down with D)   fall back upon
  E)   get behind with

50. A famous economist said that the Greek 
disaster ---- because its government had 
deceived its European Union partners for 
years with fake statistics.

A)   came about B)   brought up
C)   fell through D)   got behind
  E)   turned back
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TEST 6

1. Tickets are hard to ----, so if you’re looking 
for a bargain, research the possibilities and 
don’t wait too long to make your purchase 
or you may be out of luck.

A)   keep on  B)   look for
C)   get in  D)   come by
  E)   draw up

2. Certain natural resources will ---- in 
the world if we continue at the current 
consumption rate.

A)   come into B)   break away
C)   fall behind D)   bring up
  E)   run out

3. Much of the concrete of the sculpture was 
---- with the explosives which are used to 
demolish the buildings.

A)   got over  B)   handed in
C)   blown up D)   made for
  E)   run after

4. The singer was performing with the 
band in Florida last night when he lost 
consciousness and ---- in the middle of a 
song.

A)   passed out B)   took apart
C)   let down  D)   handed over
  E)   kept off

5. A Swiss banker is said to have ---- a number 
of secret documents of the super rich to 
WikiLeaks.

A)   gone ahead B)   given away
C)   pointed out D)   put aside
  E)   wound up

6. He ---- a job as a janitor in a school and 
worked hard at the job, which did not 
require any reading or math.

A)   looked for B)   held on
C)   took up  D)   paid off
  E)   broke out

7. While we were in London we, as the 
members of Greenpeace, took the 
opportunity to ---- some leaflets to passers-
by who seemed quite receptive to what we 
were to say.

A)   back up  B)   hand out
C)   come off D)   drop in
  E)   fall through

8. All rechargeable batteries ---- with time and 
use; as the battery begins to reach the end 
of its life, you will notice a decline in the 
runtime of the battery.

A)   stand for B)   break up
C)   call for  D)   get behind
  E)   wear out

9. I reached my goal weight ahead of schedule 
and had my dress ---- to make it fit better.

A)   handed over B)   pulled down
C)   thrown up D)   taken in
  E)   looked into

10. In our world, unfortunately, money ---- 
everything; without it, you can’t do anything 
for yourself or anyone else.

A)   comes before B)   goes through
C)   watches out D)   takes after
  E)   breaks away
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11. The Philippines is very cheap, just like 
Thailand, and once you are there, you can 
---- easily on about 20 euro a day.

A)   come to  B)   back up
C)   call in  D)   get by
  E)   give off

12. I fell off and hurt my neck badly while I was 
skateboarding then I bent over in pain and 
---- my friend to help.

A)   called for B)   laid off
C)   kept on  D)   put off
  E)   ran out

13. He was lucky to ---- with a small fine 
because he could have easily ruined his 
career.

A)   hear from B)   get away
C)   make for D)   set off
  E)   throw up

14. The man was going to open a bar but he 
---- a fortune at the death of his father so he 
abandoned the idea at once.

A)   kept out  B)   looked for
C)   came into D)   went ahead
  E)   hung up

15. In 1998, the Ukrainian government ---- state-
owned broadcasting and transmission 
facilities from the State Committee directly 
to the Ministry of Information.

A)   figured out B)   drew back
C)   brought up D)   looked after
  E)   handed over

16. Four prisoners ---- from a prison in the 
north of China after killing a prison 
policeman and a guardian.

A)   ran away B)   dropped in
C)   called off D)   came about
  E)   fell to

17. You should be careful while driving on the 
narrow roads in the reserve not to ---- an 
animal accidentally.

A)   check in  B)   take for
C)   run over  D)   wind up
  E)   look on

18. Before you start a discussion you should 
make sure you actually know the point 
you’re trying to ---- yourself.

A)   pay off  B)   keep out
C)   pull down D)   put across
  E)   take after

19. I was ---- in an orphanage when I was 
young therefore I know the sufferings of the 
orphan children.

A)   got through B)   brought up
C)   pointed out D)   taken apart
  E)   broken off

20. The dinosaurs were ---- by an asteroid that 
struck the earth with the force of a billion 
Hiroshimas, according to leading scientists.

A)   come along B)   drawn up
C)   looked for D)   given off
  E)   wiped out
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21. If the lawyer had been an expert in the field 
of car accidents, she may have been willing 
to ---- the case.

A)   take on  B)   get over
C)   put out  D)   give in
  E)   go off

22. We must ---- fossil fuels and 
environmentally friendly sources of energy, 
like the sun, wind and water, should be 
used a lot more.

A)   lay off  B)   run after
C)   cut down on D)   stand by
  E)   blow up

23. It’s hard to ---- a person that you really love 
after a break-up.

A)   come into B)   keep out
C)   hold up  D)   get over
  E)   lay off

24. We as humans are not made to ---- 
vegetables merely however we can 
substitute meat by eating other things.

A)   run into  B)   live on
C)   see to  D)   go by
  E)   show up

25. The idea he ---- was to put an engagement 
ring inside a helium balloon, give it to 
his loved one and then pop the question 
blowing out the balloon.

A)   kept up with B)   got away with
C)   fell back upon D)   watched out for
  E)   came up with

26. Although he is not a bad kid, he has ---- his 
classmates and won’t be able to graduate 
from high school for at least another year.

A)   gone ahead B)   given away
C)   looked after D)   taken over
  E)   fallen behind

27. Proper planning has to be done and 
professional help should be sought if you 
are planning to ---- your habit of eating junk 
food.

A)   give up  B)   hold on
C)   take in  D)   lay off
  E)   keep out

28. The entrepreneur ---- a good opportunity to 
expand her business because she already 
had enough and did not want to get into 
trouble.

A)   looked after B)   turned down
C)   pointed out D)   took over
  E)   went through

29. As children’s patience ---- while waiting 
for something, they become increasingly 
difficult to manage.

A)   keeps on B)   blows up
C)   carries out D)   wears off
  E)   gets along

30. The reason why hackers are able to ---- 
computers so easily is that the users can’t 
create a very strong password.

A)   call off  B)   draw back
C)   break into D)   come about
  E)   blow out
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31. We were told to have breakfast by 10 then 
we had to ---- the hotel heading for the 
last stop before we were sent back to the 
airport.

A)   stand for B)   throw up
C)   wear out D)   check out
  E)   run across

32. Unfortunately, many people today are 
struggling with their finances, and finding it 
hard to ---- their expenses.

A)   keep up with B)   look down on
C)   get down to D)   make up for
  E)   come up with

33. The event was a real success and seventy 
people ---- to listen to Vincent speak about 
his project.

A)   cut down B)   passed out
C)   checked in D)   broke into
  E)   turned up

34. I felt absolutely delighted when I heard that 
my ex-boyfriend and his would-be wife ---- 
their engagement last week.

A)   came at  B)   broke off
C)   drew back D)   went over
  E)   let down

35. Students who study in the library should ---- 
the books in their proper places when they 
are finished with them.

A)   run into  B)   hear of
C)   put away D)   hold up
  E)   put out

36. She waited anxiously, counting the days 
and ---- the time when she would hear the 
voice of her child.

A)   looking forward to B)   making up for
C)   keeping up with D)   getting down to
  E)   going down with

37. Diabetics should eat green vegetables, 
avoid stress making activities and ---- fatty 
food items at any form.

A)   give out  B)   keep off
C)   go over  D)   blow up
  E)   call in

38. She ---- her mortgage payments so her 
house was confiscated by the bank and 
now she is in a great misery.

A)   fell back upon B)   got away with
C)   looked down on D)   caught up with
  E)   got behind with

39. Daniel Radcliffe has admitted that he ---- 
into tears after filming the final scenes 
for the last instalment of the Harry Potter 
franchise.

A)   came off B)   got across
C)   broke down D)   dropped out
  E)   got along

40. The sale on my property ---- at the last 
minute due to building problems even 
though I had got a legal permission.

A)   pointed out B)   went ahead
C)   heard from D)   fell through
  E)   pulled down
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41. There was a terrible traffic jam and we 
didn’t know the reason but then, it ---- that 
there had been an accident.

A)   backed up B)   turned out
C)   dropped in D)   wiped out
  E)   kept off

42. In the summer, you had better ---- very early 
in the morning to avoid the hottest hours 
while jogging.

A)   set off  B)   get over
C)   keep off  D)   look on
  E)   make up

43. I can’t ---- the noise from next-door’s party 
anymore so I’m going to ask them to turn 
the music down.

A)   get down to B)   look forward to
C)   watch out for D)   put up with
  E)   get away with

44. Some firms consider the recruitment of 
non-qualified staff as some miracle cure to 
---- the economic crisis.

A)   taking apart B)   going ahead
C)   handing out D)   calling in
  E)   pulling through

45. Forest fires start mostly from negligent 
behaviour, such as not completely ---- camp 
fires, or properly extinguishing cigarettes.

A)   going off B)   coming by
C)   putting out D)   calling for
  E)   backing up

46. Carnivorous plants ---- a sweet scent, which 
normally attracts insects that enjoy sugary 
and sweet nectars.

A)   blow up  B)   carry on
C)   fall out  D)   give off
  E)   pass away

47. Because Julie didn’t take her opponent 
seriously and ---- him, she couldn’t beat him 
and lost the game at the very final move.

A)   looked down on B)   caught up with
C)   looked forward to D)   put up with
  E)   came down with

48. I want you to listen to my explanation first 
and not to ---- telling me off since your bias 
against my attitudes drives me mad.

A)   hang up  B)   keep on
C)   make for D)   give away
  E)   run after

49. Kathleen said something to our teacher, 
which she regretted terribly afterwards so 
she has been trying to ---- her mistake with 
good deeds since then.

A)   get down to B)   watch out for
C)   make up for D)   look back on
  E)   carry on with

50. Richard ---- with an excuse as to why he 
didn’t get in touch with me all weekend 
long; however, I didn’t believe him.

A)   broke away B)   came into
C)   dropped out D)   fell behind
  E)   showed up
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TEST 7

1. The majority of repentant terrorists ---- their 
arms, while others fled with many weapons.

A)   heard about B)   crossed out
C)   handed over D)   brought up
  E)   fell behind

2. Police arrested a woman who they say ---- a 
story about a man who dressed as Santa 
Claus to rob a local pub.

A)   made up B)   came by
C)   blew out  D)   lay off
  E)   gave in

3. The people I have always ---- are those 
willing to put themselves out on the line to 
help others.

A)   looked up to B)   got over
C)   gone ahead D)   heard from
  E)   come off

4. Knowing what you’re doing is the most 
important thing when ---- on a journey to the 
wilderness.

A)   catching up B)   coming at
C)   going over D)   setting out
  E)   hearing of

5. There are a lot of challenges in a marriage 
to face and if one is not strong enough to 
---- to his promises, the marriage will grow 
dull and in no time, his spouse might want 
to get out of it.

A)   take off  B)   turn up
C)   look for  D)   give in
  E)   hold on

6. Seeing that he hasn’t enough time to come 
up with a new idea with the project, he has 
decided to ---- with his earlier draft.

A)   get away B)   go ahead
C)   fall behind D)   look back
  E)   put up

7. As far as I’m concerned, Panasonic is a 
good company that ---- the quality of its 
products and it also provides a good after 
sales support.

A)   lays off  B)   keeps up
C)   passes out D)   takes for
  E)   turns over

8. It is ---- in the report that Lisa was originally 
employed as a clerical assistant, but 
she’s always worked there as a financial 
consultant.

A)   lived on  B)   made out
C)   heard from D)   picked up
  E)   looked into

9. We ---- from Shakespeare’s Globe, went 
back home and took the theatre tickets we 
had forgotten with us and set off again.

A)   got down B)   caught up
C)   came off D)   wore out
  E)   turned back

10. Since we are not able to predict the future, 
it makes much sense to ---- some money for 
rainy days.

A)   pass away B)   come into
C)   draw back D)   put aside
  E)   carry out
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11. Passengers must ---- at the airport at least 
30 minutes prior to departure for domestic 
flights and 45 minutes prior to international 
flights.

A)   check in  B)   break out
C)   come off D)   pick up
  E)   get at

12. Sam’s father ---- with him to the train station 
and stood by the train until his son’s 
moment of departure.

A)   gave away B)   kept out
C)   ran after  D)   came along
  E)   turned back

13. Yesterday I ---- Sally’s office in order to 
celebrate her birthday and give her the 
present I had bought.

A)   went through B)   heard about
C)   dropped in D)   showed off
  E)   threw up

14. The parties were able to ---- in their efforts 
to find a solution to their problems of public 
relations and shipping.

A)   hear about B)   break through
C)   run across D)   put aside
  E)   turn away

15. The boy is tall and handsome like his father 
and ---- him in many other ways as well.

A)   wears out B)   takes after
C)   goes ahead D)   sends for
  E)   backs up

16. We have still got a lot of things to purchase 
and I think we will probably ---- shopping 
tomorrow afternoon.

A)   wind up  B)   give off
C)   keep on  D)   give in
  E)   hand out

17. I ---- an interesting article in a magazine 
this week telling the tale of an elementary 
school teacher in a tiny village in the 
northern Ivory Coast of Africa. 

A)   looked after B)   broke away
C)   came before D)   got along
  E)   ran across

18. If you like your watch but a part is not 
working correctly or the battery is dead, 
you need to ---- it to get inside and replace 
the bad part.

A)   come into B)   bring about
C)   carry out D)   take apart
  E)   fall through

19. The committee can’t delay their plans any 
more and must ---- to business as soon as 
possible to save their skin.

A)   get down B)   blow out
C)   wear off  D)   check out
  E)   come away

20. There are simple abbreviations that are 
used in the documents of our company, 
and when you know what the letters ---- you 
won’t run into difficulties.

A)   come away B)   stand for
C)   get across D)   find out
  E)   throw up
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21. Russian troops ---- Somalia pirates and 
freed all the hostages aboard, capturing the 
pirates off the coast.

A)   laid off  B)   let down
C)   gave in  D)   kept on
  E)   came at

22. My friend was having trouble ---- her final 
exams at the university so she asked me for 
help.

A)   bringing about B)   looking forward
C)   passing away D)   getting through
  E)   making out

23. The deal for the new machinery ---- and now 
we have to look for another supplier who is 
preferably much more reliable.

A)   went ahead B)   heard about
C)   turned out D)   stood for
  E)   fell through

24. Before the new boss ---- the factory, he told 
us he would change our lives and make our 
lives better yet nothing has changed.

A)   called off B)   figured out
C)   took over D)   broke up
  E)   drew back

25. Change will never ---- if you don’t make it 
happen so you should be the one to pioneer 
it.

A)   break out B)   run away
C)   come about D)   look back
  E)   fall behind

26. The children were all permitted to ---- with 
the party after they had talked to their 
parents.

A)   give in   B)   go over
C)   put out  D)   carry on
  E)   hold up

27. I still don’t have all the details about the 
incident but I saw several girls ---- Leila and 
beating her up pretty badly.

A)   getting at B)   setting up
C)   keeping on D)   making for
  E)   showing off

28. My car ---- on a quiet and deserted road and 
I had to wait for a tower to arrive for nearly 
two and a half hours.

A)   found out B)   broke down
C)   called off D)   got along
  E)   came away

29. Gregory is such a know-it-all and arrogant 
boy that he interferes in other people’s 
affairs and never hesitates to ---- any 
conversation.

A)   come off B)   get across
C)   go through D)   break into
  E)   look over

30. The old building was ----, and a stone house 
with four chimneys and a high roof was 
built on the same spot.

A)   broken into B)   kept away
C)   taken over D)   put forward
  E)   pulled down
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31. Though it’s often healthy to be competitive 
relating to attaining goals, there would 
always be times when you will become tired 
of ---- numerous things as you don’t want 
other people to complete before you.

A)   checking out B)   running after
C)   taking back D)   getting along
  E)   telling off

32. A great number of teenagers ---- a phase of 
listening to heavy metal music and wearing 
black clothes from tip to toe.

A)   go through B)   send for
C)   turn away D)   put aside
  E)   come off

33. There were many issues that ---- the fall of 
Rome, but they can primarily be considered 
to be political, military and economic.

A)   broke out B)   pulled through
C)   brought about D)   turned back
  E)   carried on

34. You may find it strange but when Adolf 
Hitler ----, there were some Germans who 
mourned the death.

A)   put down B)   passed away
C)   turned down D)   handed over
  E)   carried out

35. Our employees are highly trained and 
experienced as they frequently attend 
courses in order to ---- with the latest 
technologies and techniques in the 
industry.

A)   look for  B)   set out
C)   keep up  D)   send for
  E)   hold up

36. My brother ---- with his homework at the 
beginning of the term and had very bad 
problems throughout the year.

A)   crossed out B)   fell behind
C)   looked up D)   made out
  E)   took over

37. Because of heavy fog and ceaseless rain 
the match was ---- and a new date was set 
for it.

A)   found out B)   blown up
C)   given away D)   made for
  E)   called off

38. There are jaguars and pumas in Costa 
Rica, but they tend to avoid human beings; 
however if you are in the jungle, you should 
---- for snakes.

A)   put up  B)   go down
C)   look back D)   watch out
  E)   come down

39. In ancient Greece people used to wear 
expensive jewellery to ward off the evil yet 
at modern times people wear them just to 
---- to others.

A)   show off  B)   check in
C)   run out  D)   go over
  E)   stand by

40. Jane had to ---- her father’s help when she 
encountered a number of obstacles while 
setting up her own business.

A)   give out  B)   hang up
C)   keep off  D)   fall back on
  E)   pass away
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41. Fortunately, the company came across an 
abundant supply of materials required for 
the production of new items and was able 
to ---- its debts.

A)   take in  B)   pay off
C)   turn up  D)   set off
  E)   come by

42. The lecturer ---- her notes briefly, picked out 
several sheets of paper and hurried towards 
the entrance door of the seminar hall.

A)   put across B)   looked through
C)   heard about D)   came into
  E)   broke away

43. The mosquito larvae ---- pupae which 
also move in the water and these in turn 
metamorphose into adults which leave the 
water and fly away.

A)   wear out B)   see to
C)   go off  D)   turn into
  E)   hang up

44. A prisoner who was sentenced to twenty 
years in jail ---- of prison last night. The 
police haven’t found him yet.

A)   went ahead B)   gave in
C)   looked on D)   broke out
  E)   turned down

45. From different researches conducted, it 
has been ---- that there are many benefits 
a woman can get if she will breastfeed her 
baby.

A)   found out B)   taken up
C)   worn off  D)   looked down
  E)   drawn back

46. Several minutes after the plane ----, the 
engine failure occurred producing a loud 
bang heard by both the passengers on the 
plane and by people on the ground.

A)   found out B)   broke in
C)   took off  D)   let down
  E)   passed away

47. I have read an article about a man who 
---- all his fortune because he felt he could 
not be happy in his life with the burden of 
owning millions of dollars.

A)   told off  B)   gave away
C)   turned out D)   threw up
  E)   took down

48. ---- a baby is an important responsibility 
and it is also very time consuming and 
demanding.

A)   Coming about B)   Breaking out
C)   Running into D)   Making up
  E)   Looking after

49. Tens of thousands of workers have been 
---- in Japan, as the nation faces its worst 
economic downturn in decades.

A)   laid off  B)   handed in
C)   gone over D)   taken apart
  E)   pointed out

50. Israeli scientists have ---- a way to wipe out 
all the HIV infected cells without affecting 
the healthy ones.

A)   stood for B)   blown up
C)   put across D)   figured out
  E)   worn off
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SESSION 1

Exercise 1
1. called by
2. back up
3. break out
4. break off
5. call in
6. bringing up
7. brought about
8. ask for

Exercise 2
1. blew up
2. care for
3. called out
4. break through
5. broke down
6. broken into
7. catch up
8. carried out

Exercise 3
1. broke down
2. carry on
3. broken out
4. blew out
5. broke in
6. bring out
7. call off
8. broke up

Exercise 4
1. up
2. off
3. up
4. in
5. out
6. on
7. out
8. in / into

Exercise 5
1. bringing
2. called
3. broke
4. catch
5. call
6. broke
7. brought
8. asked

Exercise 6
1. A
2. B
3. D
4. B
5. B
6. C

SESSION 2

Exercise 1
1. come across
2. cross out
3. do without
4. come out
5. coming to
6. clear up
7. cover up
8. Cutting down

Exercise 2
1. came by
2. come off
3. caught on
4. coming along
5. checked in
6. counted on
7. came into
8. came at

Exercise 3
1. came about
2. came out
3. catch on
4. came along
5. came upon
6. comes down to
7. come down with
8. come up with

Exercise 4
1. by
2. off
3. round
4. out
5. about
6. out
7. out
8. in

Exercise 5
1. comes
2. come
3. cheer
4. checked
5. cover
6. count
7. cut
8. cleared

Exercise 6
1. B
2. D
3. B
4. B
5. A
6. D

SESSION 3

Exercise 1
1. get at
2. get / across
3. fill out
4. get along
5. drop off
6. fall apart
7. find out
8. draw back

Exercise 2
1. drop in
2. fall off
3. doze off
4. fall to
5. fall through
6. drop out
7. figure out
8. dress up

Exercise 3
1. falling apart
2. get on
3. dozing off
4. drew back
5. get across
6. drawn up
7. fell to
8. fall back upon

Exercise 4
1. up
2. out
3. in
4. upon
5. behind
6. up
7. out
8. along

Exercise 5
1. do
2. fall
3. figure
4. drop
5. get
6. fill
7. fall
8. get

Exercise 6
1. D
2. D
3. C
4. A
5. C
6. B

SESSION 4

Exercise 1
1. go through
2. give off
3. get by
4. go against
5. get up
6. give in
7. get off
8. go after

Exercise 2
1. go off
2. give away
3. get out
4. go for
5. go ahead
6. get over
7. give out
8. get through

Exercise 3
1. going through
2. went down with
3. went against
4. get down to
5. giving up
6. go after
7. goes by
8. go for

Exercise 4
1. away
2. behind
3. up
4. to
5. through
6. in
7. by
8. after

Exercise 5
1. go
2. get
3. get
4. give
5. go
6. get
7. give
8. go

Exercise 6
1. A
2. C
3. B
4. A
5. D
6. C
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SESSION 5

Exercise 1
1. keeping up with
2. handed over
3. go up
4. leave / behind
5. hold off
6. keep off
7. went on
8. handed out

Exercise 2
1. keeping up
2. went over
3. heading for
4. heard from
5. keep to
6. held up
7. hang out
8. hang on

Exercise 3
1. kept on
2. keep out
3. hand in
4. heard about
5. keeping up with
6. keep off
7. keep away
8. laid off

Exercise 4
1. of
2. for
3. up
4. up
5. to
6. over
7. off
8. behind

Exercise 5
1. keep
2. hold
3. hold
4. going
5. hand
6. laid
7. hang
8. heard

Exercise 6
1. C
2. B
3. A
4. D
5. B
6. A

SESSION 6

Exercise 1
1. looking for
2. make up
3. make out
4. look after
5. looking into
6. let / in
7. looked through
8. make for

Exercise 2
1. made up for
2. looking in
3. live on
4. let down
5. looks to
6. look back on
7. let / out
8. look up to

Exercise 3
1. live with
2. looking up
3. looking down on
4. make up for
5. look around
6. look over
7. let off
8. looking on

Exercise 4
1. for
2. for
3. down
4. over
5. up
6. to
7. through
8. out

Exercise 5
1. make
2. looking
3. look
4. live
5. look
6. let
7. living
8. made

Exercise 6
1. C
2. A
3. B
4. D
5. B
6. D

SESSION 7

Exercise 1
1. put aside
2. pull down
3. put on
4. put up with
5. ran down
6. passed away
7. pointed out
8. put off

Exercise 2
1. pay back
2. put forward
3. rule out
4. ripped off
5. pull through
6. pulled out
7. piled up
8. passed out

Exercise 3
1. put across
2. put out
3. paid off
4. pick up
5. pay for
6. put down
7. ruled out
8. put on

Exercise 4
1. up
2. off
3. over
4. up
5. aside
6. off
7. away
8. across

Exercise 5
1. put
2. put
3. pulled
4. pay
5. pass
6. point
7. paid
8. put

Exercise 6
1. D
2. B
3. A
4. A
5. A
6. C

SESSION 8

Exercise 1
1. set up
2. see to
3. stands for
4. showed up
5. sort out
6. signed in
7. come across
8. sold out

Exercise 2
1. set out
2. see about
3. settles down
4. run after
5. run out
6. send for
7. stood by
8. shut up

Exercise 3
1. showed up
2. sort out
3. sneaked in
4. run over
5. sent out
6. stand out
7. run away
8. run into

Exercise 4
1. after
2. out
3. by
4. off
5. over
6. out
7. in
8. down

Exercise 5
1. shut
2. sneak
3. see
4. sort
5. run
6. set
7. ran
8. sets

Exercise 6
1. B
2. D
3. A
4. C
5. C
6. D
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SESSION 9

Exercise 1
1. staying out of
2. take apart
3. take down
4. take / back
5. switched off
6. taking / out
7. takes after
8. taken in

Exercise 2
1. take off
2. threw up
3. straighten out
4. take in
5. stay up
6. take / away
7. torn down
8. taking off

Exercise 3
1. tearing down
2. stayed up
3. switched on
4. took up
5. threw up
6. straightened out
7. taken over
8. take on

Exercise 4
1. in
2. out of
3. back
4. off
5. out
6. away
7. off
8. after

Exercise 5
1. talk
2. told
3. track
4. took
5. taking
6. tell
7. take
8. stayed

Exercise 6
1. A
2. D
3. C
4. B
5. C
6. A

SESSION 10

Exercise 1
1. try out
2. turn away
3. turned down
4. worked out
5. turned up
6. traded in
7. turned out
8. washed away

Exercise 2
1. turned / off
2. working out
3. wipe out
4. turn / in
5. zip up
6. woke up
7. used up
8. turn down

Exercise 3
1. wrapped up
2. turned out
3. wears off
4. watch out
5. worked out
6. turned over
7. turn back
8. turned into

Exercise 4
1. in
2. on
3. out
4. into
5. on
6. off
7. out
8. away

Exercise 5
1. watch
2. wears
3. used
4. wind
5. warm
6. wake
7. turn
8. zipped

Exercise 6
1. D
2. D
3. C
4. A
5. B
6. A

TEST 1

1B 2C 3A 4B 5E 6E 7B 
8E 9A 10C 11D 12B 13A 
14C 15E 16B 17A 18A 
19D 20D 21C 22A 23D 
24B 25C 26E 27B 28A 
29E 30C 31D 32E 33B 
34D 35E 36A 37B 38E 
39A 40D 41B 42A 43E 
44C 45C 46E 47B 48C 
49B 50A

TEST 2

1D 2E 3B 4E 5A 6A 7B 8B 
9C 10D 11C 12A 13D 14B 
15A 16E 17A 18D 19C 
20E 21B 22A 23B 24D 
25E 26C 27B 28A 29A 
30C 31D 32E 33B 34D 
35A 36C 37E 38A 39C 
40C 41D 42B 43A 44D 
45A 46C 47B 48E 49D 
50B

TEST 3

1D 2C 3B 4A 5D 6A 7E 8E 
9C 10B 11C 12D 13A 14B 
15C 16D 17E 18A 19D 
20D 21B 22E 23B 24C 
25A 26B 27E 28D 29C 
30E 31D 32D 33A 34A 
35B 36E 37E 38C 39D 
40A 41D 42B 43B 44D 
45E 46C 47A 48B 49D 
50E

TEST 4

1D 2E 3D 4A 5B 6C 7E 8C 
9B 10E 11A 12D 13C 14A 
15B 16C 17E 18A 19D 
20B 21D 22B 23A 24C 
25D 26A 27E 28B 29E 
30C 31B 32A 33C 34E 
35D 36B 37C 38A 39C 
40E 41C 42B 43D 44D 
45B 46E 47C 48A 49C 
50E

TEST 5

1C 2E 3E 4A 5D 6B 7D 
8E 9C 10A 11B 12D 13E 
14D 15B 16E 17C 18C 
19E 20A 21B 22D 23C 
24D 25A 26B 27E 28E 
29D 30D 31C 32A 33B 
34E 35D 36D 37E 38E 
39A 40C 41B 42E 43D 
44B 45D 46C 47A 48E 
49D 50A

TEST 6

1D 2E 3C 4A 5B 6C 7B 
8E 9D 10A 11D 12A 13B 
14C 15E 16A 17C 18D 
19B 20E 21A 22C 23D 
24B 25E 26E 27A 28B 
29D 30C 31D 32A 33E 
34B 35C 36A 37B 38E 
39C 40D 41B 42A 43D 
44E 45C 46D 47A 48B 
49C 50E

TEST 7

1C 2A 3A 4D 5E 6B 7B 8B 
9E 10D 11A 12D 13C 14B 
15B 16A 17E 18D 19A 
20B 21E 22D 23E 24C 
25C 26D 27A 28B 29D 
30E 31B 32A 33C 34B 
35C 36B 37E 38D 39A 
40D 41B 42B 43D 44D 
45A 46C 47B 48E 49A 
50D
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